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OneThousand Miles Long Bill to Carry Fraud Cases
and For Largest
to United States
Courts.
Battleships.

ON TREASURY

Loss of Life and Properly No Limit Imposed As to
Worse Than Last
Amount the Banks
Month.
May Draw.
j

IT WILL COST $100,000,000 NEW MEXICANS GET PENSION

VESUVIUS HAS NOW SUBSIDED SECURITY MUST BE A

i

France Experimenting With Cases of Moyer, Haywood
Methods to Intercept Wire- and Pettibone Before
Supreme Court.
less Messages.

NO.

I

j

fey Sfii,

Washington, D. C. April 14. The
New York, April 14. The survey
for tho canal to connect the Black senate met for six minutes today to
Sea with the Baltic Sea has been com- receive tile postoffice appropriation
pleted, and plans for the formation bill from the house, and then adof a syndicate to finance the enter- journed to attend the corner stone
prise will soon be under way. Eu- laying of the new office building.
gene Bournonville, an engineer and
IN THE HOUSE.
promoter of this city, will sail for
Europe this month with the concesWashington, U. C, April 14. The
sionaire.
today agreed on the conference
The canal is to be known as the house
report on the bill for the settlement
Emperor Nicholas II canal, and will of
the affairs of the five civilized
be l.Goo kilometres, or about l.u... tribes
in the Indian Territory.
miles long. G5 metres wide and 35
Prevention of Fraud.
metres deep. It Is estimated that It The For
house committee on election oi
will require ten years to complete It,
president,
vice president and repre-- I
and the cost will be about $100,000,000
Most of this capital.lt is hoped, will be sentatives to congress, to day began
meetings for the
obtained in the United States, which, a series of executive
prevent
It Is believed, would mean that the consideration of measures to
engineers would be Americans. Of election frauds. Today'sbill considerapresented
was
tlon
to
devoted
the
exthe capital needed, $40,000,000 Is
Colpected from Holland and Belgium. by Representative Bonynge, of
giving
orado,
courts
United
States
The canal will be built without a
relating
lock, through a territory that Is flat jurisdiction in fraud cases,
to the election of the representatives
for the greater part, and will be deep !of
the nation.
enough for the passage of Russia's
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territory.

ANOTHER ROAD PROPOSED
FOR ARIZONA TERRITORY.
I.os Angeles, Oil., April 14. A
local paper prints a story to the effect
that Senator Clark and his associates
have decided upon building a line of
railroad south from a connecting point
on the San Pedro, Ixis Angeles & Salt
Lake into Arizona, to connect with
Clark's copper mines at Jerome, and,
finally, with the Southern Pacific in
the southern part of the territory.

Waller A. Smith, address.
Joseph C. Cannon, speaker of the
house, address.
Selection by the Uni'e.i S'ates Engineers' band.
Address by Representative William'
P. Hepburn, of Iowa.
States MaSt lection by the I'r.i-erine band.
D. Richardson,
Address, by Jann-from Tennesformer representative
see and grand e tnmanih-- of the supreme council, of the Scott isa Rite.
Selection, by KUKine. rs' band.
of the
Address, by the
United State.--.
Selection, by the Marine band.
A century and thirteen years ago,
of
George Washington, tin n
the United Stat. s. assisted the grand
of Virginia and
imuster of the
the corner stone
Maryland in laii!-'
Fift
of i he nation's
Fillmore, tin n
years ag
Miliar-States, laid
president of the I'nit-the corner stone of the extension to
such
the capitol. und'T circum-tancc- s
ag cnai acti rued
the laying of the
s

pre-ide-

Ma-m-

i-

c

ca-.ii-

.

first corner stone. Today, with even
more impressive ceremonies, the 'coi.
ner stone of the largest office building, solely devvted to the primary
purjoses of legislation and comfort
of the legislators, will bo laid.
Previous to the ceremonies, a copper box two and
f
feet long
and eighteen inches wide, will be
placed in the stone. Tho box contains many rare and unusual articles,
together witli coins of the United
States and a series of the postage
stamps now in use.
one-hal-

Extracts From Addr:ss.
In Bun van's Pilgrim's Progress, you
may recall the description of the Man
with tiie Muck Rake, the man who
could look no way but downward,
with the muck rake in his hand; who
was offered a celestial crown for his
muck lake, but who could neither
look u nor regard the crown he was
offered, but continued to rnke
himself the tilth of tho floor.
;

f

There
must

is filth

on the floor, and it
he scraped up with the murk

rake; and there are times and places
where this service is the most needed of all the services that can be performed. But the man who never
dots anything else, who never thinks
or speaks or writes, save of his feats
with the muck rake, speedily becomes,
not a help to society, not an incitement to good, but one of the most
potent forces for evil.
Let me say that my pi. a is not f r
immunity to, but for the most unsparing exposure of the politician
wiio betrays his trust, of the big
men who makes or spends his
illegitimate or corrupt
it utie in
ways. There should be a resrjute ef-it ti hunt .very such man out of
Kx-pthe position he has disgraced.
e the crime and bunt down the
criminal: but remember that even
in the case of crime, if it is attacked
in sensational, lurid, anil untruthful
may do
fashion, the attack
more
damage to the public mind than the
crime itself.
bus!-ne.--

f

WILL NOT BE
THE COUNTY

this
The county commissioners
morning awarded contracts for tho repairing of the Barelas and Corralles
bridges, and the rebuilding of the Alameda and Atrisco dykes, as follows: M. C. Westbrook secured the
contracts for the bridges and the
Atrisco dyke, while the contract for
tho Alameda dyke went to V. L..
Trimble. The successful bids were
as fallows:
For repairing Barelas
bridge, $C40; for repairing Corralles
bridge, $3.95 per running foot; for
rebuilding the Alameda dyke, $1,180;
for rebuilding the Atrisco dyke,
The work on the bridges is to
be completed In sixty days and the
dykes in thirty days.
On account of conflicting petitions,
several of the
each containing
same names, the commissioners voted
unanimously not to divide precinct
No. 13, as had been requested.
The repairs of the bridges and the
work to be done on the dykes are to
be done on specifications drawn by
(lie county engineer.
Kslavio' Vigil, of Harelas, with his
attorney, V. C. lbacock, appeared
It debefore the commissioners.
veloped in the t:ilks made to the
board that Mr. Yiail had collected between $lol and $'" Irom the citizens
for dyke expenses, but that
he wanted more money, between $200
from the commissioner's.
and
Itankln. who was
County Surveyor
pn sent during the talks, whs appealed to for informal i n on the sui.j.-cby the commissioners, whereupon Mr.
Rankin replied that it wouldn't take
more than $.'5 for expenditures. The
declined to grant
beard thereupon
Mr. Vigil's request, until County Survivor Rankin can investigate.
The ixiard adjourned, to meet again
next Wednesday. April 18.
$2,-22-

LEAGUE BALL
SEASON OPENS TODAY,
The base ball!
New York. April 14
seasou of the American league clubs
opens in the east today. Boston
plays New York here this afternoon,;
while Philadelphia will play in Washington. The western clubs will open

jnext Tuesday, Chicago playing at DeThe
troit. Cleeland at St. Louis.
western clubs will ben in their firt
series in the east on May 11. and ibe
eastern teams will make their npp.-nrance in the west on June t. The s. a- son will end in the ra-- t on
'J; in the wen' on Oc'oh. r 7
Lead and Copper.
New York, April 14. Lead and

quiet and unchanged.
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Committees having In charge tlie soliciting of funds for the fall Mstivnl Eulogized Bryan and Criticised
rt
and fair were out yesterday, and
President Roosevelt Quite
meeting with much encourage- ment, but as yet not sufficient funds
Severely.
have been pledged to make tho venture an assured success, and until the
necessary funds to carry the project
Kansas City, Mo.,
14. Reprethrough to a successful finish have sentative Charles A. April
Towne, of New
been subscribed, It Is understood that York, in responding to
a toast here
nothing definite In the way of plan- - last night at tho JefTerson
Day banning the fair will be done.
quet, went outside of his sit speech
One of the leading business men of to eulogl.e William J. Bryan,
and to
Albuquerque, who bus been prom- bitterly attack President
inently identified with the fairs ii th Both entiments expressed Roosevelt.
tiToused
past, in speaking of the matt
to- - Intense e.utnuRlasm. '
Referring to the
day, said:
silver question, he aid:
"We haven't done a thing yet In the
"I r.m as thankful
way of securing attractions for the the money question as any one t'nat
worked itself out
.
carnival, ahd do not intend doing anyHawsiactorny. nut I cannot accept
thing until we see 'where we are at,'; in silence
the popular version ckwhy
as it might be a waste of time. Until i he predicted
panic did not follow
the proper amount of funds have been the adoption of
the gold standard.
subscribed we are, to a certain extent,
he panic did not occur because since
tied hand and foot. Those indirectly I'.'HG the country has
enough
benefitted by the fall fair have come1 gold to supply the produced
money
market
to the front liberally, and I believe without a
material
Increase in the
it is now up to those who are directly silver output.
Wo owe our prosperity
benefitted, and to whom a fall fair to
and not to policy. When
means money in their pockets, to as- manProvidence
to open the mints, God
sist us financially, and as there are openedrefused
the mines."
a number of outstanding bills that
In
have to be met before the work of said: referring to the president, he
organizing for the coming fair can
"He Is the greatest to promise and
be gone ahead with, and us the time the smallest
to perform since the
in which we are to prepare for the days of
Judoa Iscariot. He filched
fair Is fast slipping away, without very the rate legislation
program from the
much being accomplished, we are
democratic
platform, and
making strenuous endeavors to secure national
now nas lam down on his own bill.
the pledges of financial support at Ho sends for legislators
and lectures
once, so as not to waste any more
them like boys."
timo."
This gentleman, who is one of the
soliciting committee, stated that the HOLY SATURDAY
committee out yesterday met with
OBSERVED TODAY
very fair success, and that the committee would go out again Monday,
when It is hoped to raise sufficient WITH SERVICES IN THE
DIFFERfunds to start the active work at
ENT CATHOLIC CHURCHES AND
once.
THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
So far not even the executive committee has been appointed, nor any
committees ou attractions or anything
Holy Saturday, the day before ICas-te- r
of the kind, only the soliciting comSunday, was observed in Albumittees being at work.
querque today in all the Catholic and
After the many years that Albu- Bpiscopal churches, with special servquerque baa distinguished herself with ices.
hi r annual fairs, the trood that has ac
The Immaculate Conception church
crued to the city and her citizens and services were held today, beginning
business men as a whole, from these at s o'( lock this morning, before
fairs, is the best urgttment that can! large congregations. The blessing cf
be brought forward for another fair' the new fire of the Paschal Candle
this fall, and It is to be hoped that! and i lie holy water that Is to be used
sufficient funds will lie raised at once throughout the year, took place at the
to assure Albuquerque a fair this fall morning service. High Mass folthat will eclipse in
and lowed, wiih the Rev. A. M. Mandelarl,
grandeur anything that lias gone be- S. J., celebrant, assic d by the Sancfore,
tuary society. T
music was renWillie the date is s'ii a long way! dered y the Inniiaculate Conception
off, there remains much to be. dine,; choir.
and It is essential that the financial!
In l ho San Kelipe de Ner I church,
Kiipport that is to be given the enter- in Old Aiiaiquerque, ihe same scrvict s
prise should be forthcoming at once, were
through with as at the
in order (hat the many committees to all v. (Lurch. Holy Saturday services
be appointed and the wo'k to lie !one wei.
p
observed at the Sacred
can be put under way a' once.
Hear: i lunch and at the St. John's
Although nothing ha-- done as
church.
yet in the way of
"iiing attractions for the fall earn; .a; it is under- MAY PURCHASE HISTORIC
stood that some exec :,t plans for
FORT NONSENSE.
n
M e:
entertainment have
discussed,
'o.mi. N. .)., April 14. Grant
ary for the II. Schley, of Hernardsville, is negotiand if the money n
project be raised, ii i a'most an as- ating wi'li the Sims estate for the
sure,) fart tlmt the 0
this fall purchase of Kort Nonscnee. In the
will Include
The historic
far superior center of Morristown.
to anything ye; wines- - d by
hill is the site of a fort e rected by the
end visitor at the former soldier during General Washington's
fairs.
stay ni Morristown. in the winter of
it was built to occupy the
lTT'.i So.
CUT OUT YOUR PIPE DREAMS
soldier' time, and was called Fort
e
in consequence.
The Hite
of the fonification is marked by a
Yestt-rdavilivestigat- bet'i
monument erected by the Washingii'g tlie H. S Med i:n Insanity
Mr.
ton association of New Jersey.
anil arrew case te r S:in It. Schley intends to build a private
nardino, a telegram was sent to
driveway, it is said, over the hills
Its Angules, to tr..- a Idress of 4 from
MorriMown to the Somerset Inn
J.
t. Metiiiin. askih
rticuiars.
He has secured
at Hernaidswllc.
Mac. wired back
iiilows
practically all the property necessary,
al-"Telegram re' v:
v
Joke
and with the purchase of tint Fort
ny. You
most too serious
Nonsense tract, will have an ideal
fellows hem r tut
our pipe
That he infoa big hotel.
dream. Never ie
r in my
tends to avail himself of this opporlife. Regards to
tunity is cmik b'l. as it is taid that
The above t.
speaks 4 the b'i:ldii g of a ho'"! to be run on
n
for itseir, and TI.
Inn is
similar itn.-- a, the Soiu-rby notifies all I..'-- ..
t in this
con;, nip'atiou.
under
er.oiCKc.
'lei I,,
lio jok.
ir pipe
!('( cm
New Yoirk Money Mjket.
on call,
;.ri!
lies.
NeW V.
nominal.
1
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Kansas City, Mo., April 14. The
Times today said: "It is reported on
good authority that E. H. Harriman
is to bftlld a road from Kansas City
through Indian Territory to Denison,
Tex. The strained relations between
Yoakum-Rocthe
Harriman and
Island-Trisc- o
Interests are said to be
the chief reason for the Ilarrlmauj
move. The Harriman Interests resent
the activity of the Yoakum group in
building new lines into Southern Pa- -

DIVIDED,
BOARD.

Program of ExerPresident Spoke on the Man
With the Muck Rake,

solo.

GIVES REASON WHY

re-po-

FOR BRIDGES AND DYKES

CORNERSTONE

Washington, D. C, April 14. In the.
presence of a distinguished
asseui-- '
blage, with which the president of;
the United States is taking a proml- nent part, and with the supreme
court and tho smate, the house and
diplomatic corps, as spectators, and
before a large concourse of people,
the corner stone of The office building for the representatives in congress will be laid with impressive
ceremonies this afternoon.
The address of the day will be
made by President Roosevelt, wli)
will speak on "The Man With the
Muck Rake."
The official program
follows:
Selection, "The Star Spangled Banner," by the United States
Marine
band.
Laying of the corner stone, by the,
jzrand master of the Masonic lodge of
the District of Columbia, assisted by
(lie grand lodge.
Vocal. Octette.
Grand Master Walter A. Brown,

will try agai.v

GROUP

Southern Arizona Points

COMMISSIONERS

Of National Office Building
cises

FOR COMMITTEES;

Senator Clark Will Reach Cut For

PRECINCT NO.

LAYING

CONGRESSMAN T0WNE

Build

Will
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Tokio. April 14. A violent earthquake occured this morning In the
southern part of the Island of Formosa. The casualties and the damage done are reported to have been
heavier than those of the last earthquake.

Washington. D. C, April If. Tha
announcement that Secretary Shaw-hapermitted the National City bank
or New York to draw gold from tho
United States treasury department,
pending the arrival there of gold
by this bank for import from
Ixmdon, was made today. ' The bank
was allowed the use or the gavern-ment'- a
gold Upon depositing
bonds
sufficient to cover the amount of the
import expected. Tlie gold engaged
by the National City bank for Importation from London amounts to over
ed

As a result' of the earthquake In
Formosa last month, 1.014 were killed,
695 were Injured and
1,200 houses
were demolished.
SJveral prosperous towns were completely destroyed
and the damage was estimated at

MEN

GET THEIR PENSIONS.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
WIRELESS MESSAGES?
Washington, D. C, April 14. The
Paris, April 14. For some time pension bills for Bellew, Baca and
communication by wireless telegraphy Anderson, giving the first two $30
has been possible between the Eiffel each, and $24 to the last, passed
tower and Beifort, on the eastern both houses, were enrolled, and re-- '
frontier. At present the engineers ceived the signature of Vice Presl-- '
are trying to discover to what degree dent Fairbanks.
their wireless messages can be intercepted and falsified. An apparatus MOYER'S CASE CARRIED
BEFORE SUPREME COURT.
fitted in the grounds of the Military
Washington. IX C, April 14. Attor-- !
Arostatie school at Maudon has been
communicating with the office of a ney E. F. Richardson, of Denver, to- divisional commander on the eastern day docketed in the supreme court
frontier, and nt the same time mes- appeals from the decision of the Unit- sages have been exchanged between id States circuit court, of Idaho, in
the Eiffel tower and an apparatus the cases of Charles 11. Moyer. Wilfitted In a captive balloon, lying over liam D. Haywood and George A. Petone of the frontier fortresses. No tibone, who are held at Caldwell,
Bta.'enjent has been- - made as to the Idaho, on the charge of complicity in
' the murder of
the late Governor
results of the experiments. '
Sreunenberg.
The appeal is from
MINNESOTA TO CELEBRATE
the decision of the circuit court to
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY. advance the cases in order to secure
St. Paul, Minn., April 14. The com- a hearing during the present term of
mission appointed by Governor John- court.
son to recommend to the state legislaTwo Killed and Eleven Injured.
ture the best method of celebrating
Charleston, W. V.3., April 14. Two
the fiftieth nnnevorsary of the admission of Minnesota to statehood. Is nun killed and eleven probamy la- holding a meeting here today. The tally injured is the result of a col- commission consists of Captain C. C lision between two coal cars at the
Whitney of Marshall; Dr. C. H. Koh Territory mine of the Stcnewall Coal
ler of Minneapolis; F. H. Lynch of St. company in the New River field to-- I
Paul; Joseph Mannix of Minneapolis, day. The cars went over an etnbank-- i
ment, falling 100 feet.
and Mayor M. B. Cullum of Duluth.

IMPOSING

M

From; Soliciting Funds For Fall Predicted Money Panic Never
Kansas City to Deni- Festival Amount Mot
Followed Death of
son, Texas.
Yet Sufficient.
Free Silver.

CAN AN ENEMY CATCH

s

immm

ENCOURAGEMENT

j

'

largest warship.

Business Resumed in Naples Money Advanced Must be
and Even in Towns on
to Import Gold Into
Mountain.
This Country.

$45,000,000.

110,000,000.

Secretary Shatr, speaking of the
ground for thU Vactlon, which Is a
new move on the part of the treasury
department, made the following statement:
"The price of exchange having
reached the point where "gold ought
to have been Imported, and believing-thathe reassn It was not engaged to
be the loss of the Interest durlnR
transit, the
at New York
was authorized Thursday aiternoon.
to accept bonds available aa security
to savings banks, and to Increase the
deposits of any national bank desiring to Import gold, to any amount not
exceeding $5,000,000 to any one bank.
On Friday the limit was removed, authorizing the acceptance of security
RETURNS FROM VISIT
and to increase deposit to any amount
TO MORMON CITY when assured that the money would
be immediately
used in gold shipto the United States. Twelve
Colonel John M. Moore, of the John ments
million dollars have been thus disM. Moore Realty company, has
returned from a business trip to Salt tributed."
Lake City, where he has been for COUNSEL FOR DOWIE
some time past.
DENIES COMPROMISE.
Speaking of Salt Lake, Mr. Moore
Chicago, April 14. Emil C. Wertten,
said:
"When I left Salt Lake some twenty-f- of the counsel for Dowie, today proive
years ago It was a city about mulgated a denial of the statement
the, size of Albuquerque. Now it nas that t.he Zloa City difficulty would
75,000 people and, Is still growing. I be compromised by allowing- Iowlo 6
have hopes that twenty-fivyears per cent of the total assets of the comfrom now Albuquerque will bo as munity. Wetten adds that he nopes
large as Salt Lake now la. I arrived a settlement will be ihade out of
l
there at the time the
court, as negotiations to that end
conference of the Mormon church continue.
was In session and the city was full
of visitors, Mormons being thero from CHIEF OF STAFF OF
all over the world."
'
ARMY RETIRES TODAY.
Colonel Moore states that he thorWashington, D. C, April 14. Major
oughly enjoyed the visit to his for- General John C. Dates, chief of
mer home town, and lie returned look-lu- of the United States army, retiresstaff
tohale and hearty.
day and will bo succeeded by Briga.1.
dier General
Franklin Ball. Major
Spelter.
General Henry C. Corbin will succeed
St. Louis, Mo., April 14. Spelter, General Hates as lleuitenant general
higher; $5.971i bid.
and will bo retired in September.

NATURE AND BUSINESS
RESUME USUAL ASPECT.
isapies, April 14. The news from
the Vesuvius region continue satisfactory. The sun Is shining brightly,
and the last vestige of the eruption is
disappearing from Naples. The work
of clearing and sweeping Is BtiU going on here, but the city has about
resumed its normal appearance, while
the reports from the villages and
towns in tho region of Vesuvius say
that the people are gradually returning to their homes, that the stores are
being reopened In the towns which
suffered least and that business Is
being resumed.

ry
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LINCOLN MURDERED

JfHRS

FORTY-ON- E

TODAY
AGO

Circumstances Recalled For Refreshment of
Public Memory Attended Theater
From Sense of Duty.
Washington,

1). C, April 14
It will President Lincoln and General Grant
years tonight that Abra- would attend the performance,
Just before starting for the theater
ham Lincoln, president of the United
President Lincoln paid his custoWrjr
States, was shot and fatally wounded visit to Secretary Stanton,
at the
by John Wilkes Booth, while witnesswar department. It just happened
ing a performance of "Our American t hat the president, while returning to
Cousins," Ford's theater, in this city. the White House, accompanied by
Strange to say, no exercises are held Secretary Stanton, referred to the
anywhere, so fur as known, to mark .secretary's often expressed fear that
the memorable day.
some assassin would seek tho life of
It was on Good Friday, the 14th day the president.
Mr. Lincoln said he
of April. IStl.'i, that the country, re- was confident that his guards would
joicing over tlm conclusion of the not allow an assassin to get nt him,
Civil war. which had cost so many and. even if some fanatic should sucprecious lives and enormous sacrifices ceed, he would not be nble to escape
of money, was plunged Into the dark- Willi bis life.
est gloeun by the hands of a f inaticul
A few hours later President
Linassassin. On the morning of that coln, wiih Mrs. Lincoln, his two sons
eventful day President Lincoln had and Major Kuthbone. occupied a lion
the first opportunity in many months in Ford's theater, on the right skde
to have u long talk with liis ebb-sof the stage and about fourteen feet
son. Captain ltobert Lincoln, who I el above the level of the stage. It was
been serving on the staff of General at the close of tho first act that
Grant. Father and son breakfasted Booth fired the fatal shot anil leaped
together at the While House, and from the box upon the stage, injuring
then had a long talk ceincernlng the his
by falling, having caught hla
profession which the young staff of- foot in one of the flags ou the side of
ficer was to adopt. It was due to the stage. Before Booth escaped he
President Lincoln's advice that Capt. stabbed William Withers, of WakeLincoln gave up his military career field, who blocked his way. Withers
and continued his study eif law. Later was arrested, but proved his Innoin the afternoou President Lincoln atcence nnd positively identified Booth
tended the last meeting of tho cabinet. as the assassin.
All the memlxTS were present, exWounded to death President Lincepting Mr. Seward, the secretary of coln was carried from the theater
state, who had broken his jaw in fall- amid a scene of indescribable excite-- j
ing from his horse a short time
ment. He was taken to a house across
Not a single one of the memthe street, occupied by a tailor named
bers eif President Lincoln's cabinet Is Peterson, ami there he died early
now living. General Gram whs presSaturday morning, surrounded by the
ent by invitation and occupied the members of his family and the officers.
vacant seat eif Secretary Seward.
eif the cabinet.
The last one of those
The situation after the close of the who were present at Lincoln's death.
war was discussed and President Lin- Secretary John Hay, died last year.
coln spoke with kindness of General 'He was at that time one of Presl- -'
Lee, and expressed himself slroti!y
On the
Lincoln's secretaries.
against harsh measures In the south. jniuht of President Lincoln's death Mr.
The terms of Lee's surrender were Hay became the possessor of the ring
fully approved, liuring the afternoon (worn by the dead
t.
He had
the president received many visitors, It ma le over w ith n crystal setting,
anil toward evening be w aK tired out. containing a lock of President
He did not wish ti( go m the theater,
hair. It was this rlni which
but did not want to disappoint the President Roosevelt wore at his
people, who were sure to crowd the
at the suiti:estion of Mr.
tioUM', as it had been aMiouncM ti.tit Hay.
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BATCH OF INTERESTING TOPICS ABOUT SCHOOL AND STU-

WM. FARR COMPANY INCORPORATES

The "Mirage" is now in

v

printing,

The followlnsr articles of incorpora and will he out during Commencement
tion have been filed in the office of week. The edition is limited to 200
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynilds: copies, including fifty specially bound
Socorro State Bank
Price,
are Joseph
Incornorators
Conv T. Brown. Morris Loewenstein
Edward L. Price, and James G. Fitch,
all ol Socorro. The capital stock Is
fixed at $30,000. all paid in. and sub
stockholders.
scribed by twenty-tw- o
Tbe principal business office of the
bank will tie situated at socorro, anu
Joseph Price has been named as the
agent. The term ot existence 01 ine
corporation is fifty years, and its purpose is to carry on a general banking
business.
Del Ray Copper, Mining and Smelting
Company.
Incorporators are H. F. Kettler,
William Moeller. E. A. Humphrey and
John Krlck of El Paso, and M. P. Gay-lor- d
The corporation Is
of Nogal.
capitalized at 12,500,000, of which
$2,500 has been paid in, each incorporator holding 200 shares. The principal
business office Is situated at Alanio-Kordand M. P. Coakey of that city
Is named as business agent. The term
of existence is fixed at fifty years,
and the purpose of the compaily is to
purchase and develop mining landi.
and carry on a general mining busi
ness.
o,

In

It will be by far the mo6t

O

The class of 'o( will leave as its
memorial to the university, a. large
fountain, now in process of construe
tion. It will consist of a concrete ba
sin twenty feet in diameter, with a
pipe in the center, thr:wing water to
a height of twenty feet. It Is to be
located in the grove to the north of
the administration building.
O

syndicate, made up of the members of the university faculty, has
purchased twenty-twlots in the University Heights addition. They face
Yale and Harvard avenues, near Silver. Here it is proposed to nuave, before many years have passed, a university clony.

Reduction
and
Company.
Incorporators are James L. Wells
and Thomas A. Lister of Lordsburg,
and Henry E. Hoffman of Victor, Colo.
The company is capitalized at $0oo,-00of which $3.ul0 has been subscribed by the incorporators as follows: James L. Vells, 1,501) shares;
Thomas A. Lister. 10 shares, and
Henry E. Hoffman, 1,5'hi shares. The
principal place of business will be
Ijordshurg, and James u Wells will
act as agent. The term tif existence
is fifty years, and the object, of the
company is to carry on a general nun
ing business.
Albuquerque Pressed Brick and Tile
Mining

A

o

O

Prof. Angell will soon .begin breaking ground for the erection of a resilience on a lot purchased from the
Terrace Addition 'company, and located to the west of Prof. Hodgin's
property, facing Railroad avenue.
O

A base ball game is being played
this afternoon between a mixed team
stuof university snd high school
dents and the Albuquerque Indian
schcol.

O
"Mrs. PloddingB' Nieces," a play to
be given by the gills of the Estrella
society, will be put on in tbe assem
bly room at the university in the nar

future.

A dozen students left yesterday for
Whitcomb Springs for a glimpse of
the Penitentes in their mystic religious rites.

O

Dr. Tight and his class in geology
are In the Sandias for a few days, doing field work in the department.
BASE BALL YESTERDAY.

0,

Company.

New

R. H. E.

York

4

Is the Moon Inhabited?
Science has proven that the moon
has an atmotphcre, which makes lite
e
on that satellite
in some form
but not for liiima"n beings, who have
a bard enough time on this earth o,"
outs; especially those who don't know
that E'.ectilc Hitters cure headache,
biliousness, malaria, chills and fever,
jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
liver, kidney complaints, general debility and female weaknesses. Unequalled as a general tonic find
for weak persons and espe-cial- y
for the afed. It induces sound
Bleep. Fully guaranteed by a" drug- gists. Price only :."(-"

.

MATTERS

Assessor of Sierra County Resigns.
Andrew Kelley, assessor of Surra
county, has submitted his resignation
lie
10 Governor Hagermuu because
iiad removed with his family to So- -

1

Doonin.
At St. Louis No game; rain.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.

Cincinnati

1

Chicago

a

At

5
5

3
11

Schlei;

and

Brooklyn

R. H. E.
4
7

4

lu

12

lieiien;

-

William Farr Company.
Incorporators are William A. Farr,
Walter O'ltrieii. Albert Bernard Detz
and William A. Wilson, all of Albuquerque. The company is capitalized
and tbe principal place of
for
business and" headquarters are at
Tto1 term of existence of
tbe company is fifty years, and its
objert Is to continue the present William Farr Company, to buy. sell, deal
in, breed, laise. dewlop and feed cattle and other stock.

!t

5 11
4
Philadelphia
Batteries McGinnlty and Rresna- han; Sparks, Duggleby, Jane and

Harper
Batteries
Wicker and Kling.

f

double-ba- r
FOR SALE A
ruled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Interested In mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
FO'lisXi7E A. A. Trimble, 207 North
Arno street, has for sale, settings
of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
Rhode Island Reds, White Plym
Plymoutha,
outh Rocks, Barred
Brown leghorns, etc. One dollar
per setting.

Phonts

MEXICO

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

first-clas-

Woman

NEW

Capital and Surplus

-

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

f

&Q HUALik

Ql

Oil

BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
McSpadden, 300South Broadway.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
McSPADDEN The exchange man.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
Full Set of Teeth
jtb gy
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
$6.00 V" II
Gold Crown
TO EXCHANGE I have property Id
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo$1.50 Up
Gold Filling
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
f
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
50c
Painless Extracting
W
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
with
Talk
MALE HELP WANTED.
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
me.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA &. SANTA FE RY.
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
ANTEED.
Broadway.
situalearning the barber trade;
LOST.
special
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles, IXST. STRAYED OR STOLEN
Cal.
Scotch terrier, three months old.
Return to 114
North Second street
WANTED Men in eacn state to
and receive liberal reward.
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary LOST Bull pup, two months old;
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
brindle; some white on nose; left
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
B. F. COPP.
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
front leg white to knee. Return to
Atlas block, Chicago.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
southwest corner of Fifth, and
Marquette and receive reward.
Good men, any number
WANTED
Officer and Director.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
JOSHUA S. RATNOLD3
President
wages. 30c an hour; work guaranM. W. FLOURNOT
Vice President
teed for three years. Inquire AbraFRANK McKEB
Cashier
Employment office, 315 Soutl On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
the details of a checking ham's
R. A. FROST
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Assistant Crfshler
First street.
.
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
account. The method is simple,
SALESMAN WANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
cr. S. DEPOSITORY.
If you have WANTED Salesman, experienced in as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
safe and convenient.
?.'Jt:,CS5;r' :'
any line, to sell general stores in and strictly private.
One
Time:
never considered the subject it will
New Mexico, and unexcelled propmonth to one year given. Goods reAuthorized Capital
$500,0000
...a a-Commission and $35.00 main In your possession. Our rates
osition.
pay you to Investigate and learn
$250,000.0
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
are reasonable. Call and see us be
weekly for expenses.
The Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio. fore borrowing.
the advantages.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka Sc. Santa Fe Railway Company
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
AGENTS WANTED.
Steamship tickets to and from all
You deposit your money
vi:h
WANTED Agents: Gas lamp, with
parts of the world.
combination heater and cooker;
the bank; then Instead of paying
Rooms S and 4, Graut Bldg.
electricity:
gas;
equals
makes its
31a West Railroad Ate.
your bills in cash, you can write
heater heats room; cooker cooks
PRIVATE OFFICES.
one
anything; three combined cost
Open Evenings.
out a check for each obligation.
cent daily to operate; agents coinmoney.
ing
A HOME
Crown Company, 123
The checks are returned to you by
Liberty street. New York.
You could be proud of,
the bank.
FOR RENT.
The bank will furnish you a pass FlcTllriCNTPGuTroiini brick house
New Mexico
ol
Close in. Apply at F. F. Trotter's
No. 310, South Edith, C rooms, mod
book and cheeks, and will explain"
store.
em, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
$100,000 CO
Capital Paid In
FOR RENT Desk room, or part of
their use.
17,000 00
.'
you
terms,
if
Surplus
$2,700.
Easy
etc.
Profits
can't
and
store. J. W. Masters, lis Gold ave
pay- cash.
nue.
There's system in the method.
rooms
FOR KENT Two furnished
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Mrs. Sny
for light housekeeping.
ti South Edith street.
PORTERFIELD & CO.
der.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
MARRON,
O.
Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
N.
President;
110 West Gold Avenue).
FOR RENT A new house of four
McDONALD,
Roy
HERNDON,
Cashier;
Assistant Cashier;
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
NEW
A
rooms, with bath. Inquire of A.
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
Trimble, 207 North Arno street.
Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg- FOl
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.
work and conveyancing,
RENT Furnished rooms over Notarial
lar.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods comMr. Wm. Thos. Lanorgan, provinpany. Inquire at Room
B, Mrs.
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
cial constable at Chapleau, Ontario,
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
Phelan.
says: "I caught a severe cold while
DENTISTS.
rooms,
with
Furnished
FOR
RENT
hunting a burglar in the forest swamp
or without board, at the Roosevelt
last fall. Hearing of Chamberlain's
House, 309V2 West Railroad avenue.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Cough Remedy, I triaj it, and after
Miss F.
Under new management.
Dental Surgeon.
using two small bottles, I was com
ESTABLISHED 1871
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over 0 "OLD RELIABLE"
Moore.
pletely cured." This remedy is in
Dry
company,
GoldeD
Goods
the
Rule
tended especially for coughs and
FOR SALE.
colds.
It will loosen and relieve a FbirSALE A fin'e 'ranch anda few Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
any
severe cold In less time than by
hundred sheep. Address, K.. this
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
other treatment and is a favorite
olllce.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
wherever its superior excellence has
lots in Cotonada hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m .; 1:30
become known. For sale by all drug- FOR SALE AllMcSpadden,
300 South p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Place. T. L.
gists.
Broadway.
Grain
polntments made by mail.
o
Office Chief Quartermaster, 'Denver, FOR SALE fcmall stock mercnandi.se
PHYSICIANS.
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Colo., April 7, 190C. Sealed proposals
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
South Broadway.
In triplicate will be received here un
In the Southwest.
R. L. HUST,
DR.
and
1906,
Good
team of Horses
for FOR SALE
til 11 a. ni., on April 17,
cheap.
2ol
transportation of Military Supplies,
set of double harness,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
AND
North Second street.
Route No. 3, Wingate station, N. M.
Tuberculosis treated with
to Fort Wingate, N. M., during the fis EMt SALE A ha n u some it a r d m a u
Electrical Current and Gercal year, commencing July 1, 190b
piano, In fine condition and almost micide. Treatments given each day
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. Q
RAILI DAD AVENUE
U. S. reserves right to accept or re
For particu- from 8 a. m. to 4 p: m. Trained nurse
tew, at a bargain.
ject any or all proposals. Informa
in attendance.
Both 'phones.
lars, call at this office.
En FOR SALE
tlon furnished on application.
CK. W.lG. SHADRACH,
25,uuu raucu at a bar
A MODEL BATH ROOM.
velopes containing proposals should
gain; will take small property In
"Proposals
be marked:
for Trans
exchange. Write, wire, phone or Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Should be an established feature ot
portation on Route No. 3, addressed
and Throat.
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 Occullst
It
every
house of any pretensions.
and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas.
C. A. II. McCauley, Chief Q. M.
South Broadway.
is not a luxury, out un ansoiuie
Office, 313
lines.
Railroad
West
For avenue.
ccssity, insuring good neaitn to me
SALE OR EXCHANGE
Heavy, impure blood makes a mud- Foil
city or ranch property, a new furnhousehold. Good bathing and toilet
9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Hour:
dy, pimply complexion, head ache,
ished rooming bouse. Best location p. n
essentials are as important as good
nausea, indigestion. Thin blood makes
ofin thu city. Address F. J., this
t'otvd iind water.
Allow us io give you
you
weak. pale, sickly. Burdock
NURSE.
fice.
of the very latest, with
an
i
Blood Bitters makes the blood rich,
improvements.
sanitary
oi wm
Foil SALE A drug store In good lit
Mr. M. R. Wharrnm,
red, pure restores perfect health.
never regret it.
V town; a snap.
T. L. McSpad-c'- r
Room 31, Rarnett building.
Auto
We carry the finest line of garden
n. 3110 South Br adway.
phone, (113; Colo., 105 B. Hours,
What we save you on a buggy will
in the city.
go a long way towards a new har- SKI ."l7RE NT"Oiri: llADE
i.ist your to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-therepness. Albuquerque Carriage to.
property with T- L. McSpadden, 300
and other Battle Creek methS mih Broadway.
ods.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
il'i'u SALE A good general luerc'nan- UNDERTAKER.
Colo., Red 284; Aut
Both 'Phones:
and grocery business, with meat
matic, 671.
i
Colo. Red 115.
included, and buildings for Auto, "phone 316.
'rket
CIVIL ENGINEER.
t
i
A. BORDERS,
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 200
City Undertaker.
Nor'h Broadway.
J. R. Farwell,
Ft'R SALIC OR TltAi iiC - rooming Commercial Club Building. Black
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
and white hearse, $5.
!.i 'i;ses.
T. L. McSpadden, 3uo South
LUMBER
AND
ACCOUNTANT.
i:r ad wayLAWYERS.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMAlways
PAPER
BUILDING
PAINT
and
Books
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
SALE Two sets of
Covers tuore. looks best, wears gtock
y,
L1
Bernard S. Rodey.
cnl.,i.
ited, statements prepared, improved
ly feet long; two sixteen-foolongest, most economical, full
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
sys ems installed. Twenty years'
counter.
titers; one thirty-foo- t
!
Doers,
Stub
Glass,
Palr.t.
measure.
guaranall
M.
to
given
Prompt
N.
attention
Satisfaction
experience.
at F. F. Trotter's.
profession
to
pertaining
South
110
the
ALBUQUERQUE N.
teed. George II. Browne,
l'ian i and a.l furniture business
FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.
'; a:SALE
Mu.--t
eight-rooSecond st reet. Alhuquerque.N. M.
house.
be Will practice in all courts of the terriState
tory
United
the
and befote
1.1 by next Tuesday.
Apply a: 41S
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
VUaTNa
land office.
''
t Silver avenue.
M.
A. L. Morgan.
Bona.
Ira
s
FOR SALE OR TRADE Acii'od"
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
The INDEPENDENT CON II At
for city property. T. L. Mc- - N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Estimates ar,
TOR AND Ill'ILDER.
300 South Broadway.
iilden.
se.hc
patents, copyrights, caveats
ehoci'luUv furnished; Job work
r,;t SALIC have decided i.o'nmve lands,
miwh
ited. Automatic pnone.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
canyon
perma-!'!.'lto
r
reside
Albuqn.
Coyote
ry a n.
j',1, North Second street,
aTwTuTb
and commence on my water
que N. M.
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWdev. lop water for the
to
o.osltion
que, N. M. Office, First National
ARCril TECT&.
Albuquerque,
;imi
of
wsh
idv
building. .
From Bank
mU my bottling biisim-.-sF. W Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
E. W. Dobson.
expc
years'
v
building
nonce
six
and
past
ford, rooms 46 47. Barnett
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
feel sure I am
ffering
ess,
Altninuernua. N. M. Both 'phones
N. M.
Albuquerque,
block,
well
liiiMih
s
best
in
the
of
CULTUKE.
BEAUTY
There is in l.init to the
LAND MATTERS.
:!,ai
can be
oait of business
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
agencies
can
H. W. S. Otero,
i.e
as
Graduate of Parisian Institute.la cs
The
United States Court Commissioner,
in the larger town- - of this teiAND
Lato of New York city. up
T. x.is
to date
ry, Arizona,
and Old 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
i.ntific appliance and
office
land
tlje
the
ship-I
before
to
matters
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lie
and
wa'ir iaii
methods fo- - treating ice ua... and
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end scalp. Complexion steaming
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water
buy,
lie
works
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Thos. K. D. Maddison,
to
Eic'Ctrolytic automatic
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price, etc. Thus. ,. Topham, Office Vith W. B. Childers, 117 M :Jt
massage, C13 West Gold avenue
' Auto phone 279.
uquerque, N. M.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Money to Loan

It's easy to understand

......

xrccoxrxrxc:CD oo ccixcccokxzxcxs

The State national Bank
Albuquerque,

-

1 1

PUTNEY

L. B.

WHOLESALE GROCER
and Provisions

Flour,

National League.

'At Philadelphia

Incorporators are W. J. Johnson, H. Hr oklyn
Ruppe, E. C. Allen. A. W. Hayden mid lioston
HatterieStriekk't
and
M. E. Hlckey, all of Albuquerque. The
company is capitalized at jL'i'n.i'UH, of 1'icinVr and Ncedhani.
which $HU'oO has been paid in. each
incorporator holding 20 shares. The
principal business office of the company will be at Albuquerque, and E. BUTTON
A.
Allen will act as agent. The term
of existence of the company is fifty
years, and its object Is to manufacture
and sell britk mid tile and carry on a
general btick ami tile business, us
specified in their contract.

OFFICIAL

uni-

versity or the students.
With 150
pages of literary material, half tones,
etchings, grinds, roasts, etc., it will
he sure to interest every one who
has ever lieen in college or expects
to be.

Consolidated Copper Com
pany.
Incorporators are Manfred M. Riggs
and Daniel D. Hunt of St. Joseph, Mo.
and Truman D. Hosnter of Oro
Grande. The capital stock is fixed at
$50,000, of which $3,000 has been paid
In by the incorporators as follows;
Manfred M. Riggs, 50 shares; Daniel
D. Hunt, 200 shares, and Truman D.
The principal
Hosmer, 50 shares.
business office will be located at Oro
Grande and Joseph L. Taylor will act
as agent. The term of existence of
the company is fixed at fifty years,
and its purpose is to do a mining business, as specified in the franchise.
Lordsburg

leather.

artistic publication of either the

Lincoln

Both

09m090909099090909

Oliver Goldsmith's well known play,
"She Stoops to Conquer," Is now being rehetrsed daily by . Prcf. Crura
and the university students, assisted
by Joe Scoiti. Tht date set for its
production at the Elks' opera house
is Thursday evening. May 3. The
costumes will be even more elaborate than those of "The Rivals," the
university play of last year. Names
of patrons to the number of 150 have
been obtained for two tickets each.
This insures 300 seats already secured
and a packed house is anticipated.

Socorro State Bank Incorporates, Also Albuquerque
Pressed Britk Company.

PHARMACY

H. BRIGGS A CO,, Prop'"-- 2

First and Cold Ave.

DENTS.

ARE ORGANIZED

nj

i1

fr

UNI-

T

NEW COMPANIES

f

WANTED.
for general housePut! West Railroad avenue
VVANTED
Mexican salesman; good
wagis to right party. Welller ti
Itenjamin.
A registered
WANTED
drug clerk",
young man, aide and willing to hustle. S. Vann & Son.
WANTED Your healing stoves to
More
the summer. J. W. Masters, US Weft Gold avenue. Colo,
'phono, Hiack No. fiS.
WANTED
Men's washing and lace
curtains to launder. Hand work;
satisfaction guaranteed, Mrs. Lug
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
WANTED Canvasser and solicitor;
right party can make good wages;
must write good, legible hand. Address. Top, this office.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
First street.
WANTED
work.

DON'T.

VERSITY ON THE MILL
A

A

.

y

X

TJ
I1 Iir O

ALBUQUERQUE,

the V.Vstern
Unton or Postal Teiegraph oillces for an A. D. T. messenger
d, ii. end your ad with the cash to The Citizen office, or telephone diMct. or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
XT

L.

14, 1906.

Montezuma Trust Co.

i

have not failed before, that your
away.
hav
We
'Iso t inted hundreds of houses
not
Is
thrown
rronry
as
nearly
ns
well
sold
ads,
everything w have adver-tijer- l
v,at
hy oir
t'trounh them.
c. n rely upon It, sa we

j

APRIL

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Quo Cent Par Word Insertion
yo--

SIN-Gl.-

nmr Hugcrman to fill the vacancy,
his commission t date from April 12.
toe Delegate to Conference of Chantlei
and Corrections.
month
per
Carrier,
60c
Otlly by
.Indge John K. McKle and Mrs. 1..
Bradford Prince, were, appointed by
Tmm ETwiito Cimin will h. d.llwad In thr
M at UM low rata af Kv ranta par waak. ar (or
Governor Hagerman a deleeate from
monthly.
anth. whan
naa
anNew Mexico to the thirty-lhlrnual session of the National Confer
I4nrtliln Ritei Made Known on Application ence
of Charities and Correct ions,
SjaaauitW. wilt aanfar faror by notlfyfnc tu whie'.i convenes in Philadelphia May
papar.
of tha
Nadiataty an any
9 to l'l, inclusive.
Cta

SATURDAY,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
n so, we can secure it for yoti by a small
want ad. In The EvenillP Hitizen. It only costs

11

ARB KM.l.ni) RIGHT.
THEY
MUST UK FILLED EXACTLY
RIGHT. FOR NO (INK IN
THIS DRUG STORK IS
TO CHANG K A
QUANTITY OR QUALITY.
PRESCRIPTIONS
VK
FILL
JUST AS THKY ARE WRITTEN, OR REFUSE TO TOUCH
TIIKM. SO.MK DRUG STORKS
WE
GUESS AT ACCURACY.

Mart In 1. Kolley, it son of undrew
Kolley, former assessor
of Sierra
cointy,
hn resinned that office tin
Thursday, was appointed by Oov-- i

Clreuiiti...
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OcutstlM.
.
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Tbe Simple

Surest eafeat
and only Perfect
PeD.
No gtui bller
do ink to iplll no doecirif
or baking.
M Vou itmpl f areas tbe button ( as
in tbe picture) snd tbe pea ills
in "nsn.
Handieft

Writes tha instant ft
toucbae tha

ppr

Eagle$150

I

Na. 1$ with 14 ktrattulid told
pen point
neat vulcanised
lutttftf and full guaranteed.
tUfU "Fatah" No. 25

with sold band. 92.50

26
EUUrgtlh" Ne.
. . $3.00

iua

Ask

.

.J. C.
NATIVE

-

5

Flash

: i

with told band, $4.00
Suld by Sutioaen
tad OUaCf btucea
VOl' R DhALfK. If be

feagLfl
dofsn'l tell you lb
" V I. ASH" Fountain feru tuen
end th retail pnc dticct to
pea absolutely guar,
ui.
a q teed.

Eagle Pencil Co.
Manufacturers

377 Broadway, Nsw York
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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SHEEP ASSESSED
WHERE SITUATED
r

Attorney

General Prtcfiard
Gives Opinion on This Im- portant Question.

REVENUE

SECTION

NOW

TW

U U Zl
jfJ

At the request of Traveling AudSaffjrd. Attorney
V.
General Ctcorge V. Pric.hard has rendered an opinion upon the taxation of
sheep, which will prove of Interest
to sheep raisers, to assessors, and o
tax payers generally. It is In conflict
with the opinion rendered by District
Attorney Frank V. Clancy, ct the
Second Judicial district. In answer
to an Inquiry from Assessor George
K. Albright, of Hernalillo county, upon
the Bubject, and which was recently
published In The Evening Citizen.
The Prlchard opinion reads:
June 12, 1905.
C. V. Safford. Traveling Auditor.
Santa Fe, N. M.
My Dear Sir I am in receipt of
yours of the 9th inst., in which you
call my attention to chapter 100. pags
225, of the session iaws of this territory, entitled, "An act for the repeal of an act with reference to assessments and for other purposes.
Approved March 1G, 1905." and ask
my opinion as to what can be don?,
If anything, at this time, to avoid confusion In the matter of listing sheep
for taxes.
How the Law Reads.
Before the passage of the alxiv?
law, all sheep owned by residents of
this territory were listed for assessment puriHJses, in the e.aunty where
the owner resided. See section 32,
chapter 22, session laws of 1899. The
last law having been repealed by
chapter mo of the session laws of
1905, above referred to, the question
Is, what can le done In those cases
where the owner of sheep and the assessors of the counties have disre
garded the recent law and have tor
the present year listed and assessed
sheep to the owner in the county
wherein such owners reside, and not
In the county or counties where the
sheep ranges are situated.
Section
32, chapter 22, laws of 1S99 having
been repealed, it makes it Incumbent!
on the owner of sheep since March
Ifi. 1905, to list, their sheep for taxes
In the counties where the heop are
situated.
That part of section 25,
chapter 23. of the session laws of
JS99, which now governs such cases,
reads as follows: It. is hereby made
the duty of every person, firm or corporation, owning or having any Interests legal or equitable in real estate
or other property, in this territory,
on the first day of March of any
year, to see thai such property is
properly lisicd for taxation in the
iissessmetit roll f :r such year in the
rounty in which the same is situated.
Must List Sheep for Taxation.
Under this provision of the law it
1s made the duty of every
person,
firm or corporation having any sheep
In this territory on the first day of
March cf 1905, to see that, such sheep
are listed for taxation in tho county
whence the sheep are situated, with
out regard to the residence of their
owner or owners. To tills requirement there .may be one exception, and
that is whether the owner listed his
sheep in the county where he re- sides, between the firs; day of Marcn
and the date of tue passage cf chapter loo, session laws of l'.)n.". As to
those who have listed their sheep
since the 10th day of March, 1905, the
day on which chapter loo became a
law, this case is different, and it may
lie well questioned whether a listing
of sheep since that date in the county
where the owner resides, and not in
the county where the sheep are situated is not altogether a void assessment and I am inclined t think
it is a void assessment.
The omission to list and assess
sheep in the proper county between
March 1 and May 1, as required by
our statutes, may be t tired by section
405(5,
compiled laws of 1897, which
reads ns follows: "When the collector of any county, after the tax
list has het n delivered t" him, ascertains that any real estate or any personal property then In liis county are
omitted from the tax list and has
reasons to bolH-vthat such personal
property has not been taxed in any
other county for that year, he shall
forthwith proceed to list, value and
assess such property in the same
manner that the assessor might have
done and shall enter such assessment in his tax list, following the
entries made by the clerk, and such
entry shall be designated as addl- titinal assessments, and the taxes so
assessed by the collector shall be
valid for all purposes as if the assessment had been regularly made In
he manner hereinbefore provided."
I'nder this section, if there lias been
a v id assessment in nnotlnr county,
it has not been a taxation of property in such county within the meaning of the section above quoted, in
my judgment.
Your very truly,
G. W. I'lUCHAUl).
Attorney General.
e

BY

J. H.
ORIELLY

& CO.

Simple Way to Cure Catarrh by
Without Stomach Dosing.

Hyo-mei-

,

MM strati

Giving Full Description of Property and Key to Prices
Full size

lots; perfectly level; water from the city reservoir;
light from the Electric Light company; $25 to $150 per lot; Terms,
$5 per month. No Interest oh Deferred Payments

is the height of folly to dose the

s'omach with internal medicines to
cure nasal catarrh. It cannot be cured
except the catarrhal germs that are
present in the nose, throat and lungs
have first been killed.
'thing air of Hyomei heals
The
the smarting and raw membrane of
ihe air passages in the nose, throat
and lungs, kills off the catarrhal
germs and ride the system of the last
traces of catarrh.
The complete Hyomei outfit consists
of a hard rubber inhaler, which can
be carried in Hie purse or vest iocket,
h medicine, dropper, and a lxttlo of
Hyomei. and co;s only one dollar,
while extra bottles can be obtained
for tifty i ents.
J. II. Ollielly & ". positively guarused in
antee a cue when Hvomel
accordance with the simple directions
on the package, or they will refund
This certainly shows
the motny.
i he ir taith and belief ;n the virtues of
1

11) lilllei.

has
Every vehicle on our floors
two weeks' notice to got out. We
need the room mure than we need the
money. Albuquerque, Carriage Co.
Cheat" in clothes
read Simon Stent's ad on page 8.
About the

"C'-tto- n

50-fo- ot

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVERS' T CO.

H. B. FERGUSSON, President

M. W. FLOURNOY, V. - Pres. and Treas.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Sec. and Manager

PRETTY THEATER GOWN

NEW

New York, April 14. It is not only called the "Gabrielle," was shown me
for her own wardrobe, but for that last week by one of our dressmakers,
of the children that the majority of made of fine pink batiste with bands
and bretelks of fine embroidery. A
women have to think; but this
she will find no end of variety in panel front decorated with V bands of
iwith price nnd materials and it. has embroidery fell from neck to hem.
become a law that in both simplicity which ended at the ho t top; the full
is the most effective
feature for sides and back are gathered In at the
youth. It is not nlcne the older peo- waist under a band of embroidery
ple who gave time and thought, to ending in a rosette of ribbon the same
children's clothes, for ns soon as old shade as the dress on each sMe of
actions, the the panel nnd just below the points
enough to understand
clean or new dress has made is im- of the bretelles that edged with lace,
pression on the little brain and my pass over the shoulders and around
little lady and beau has already been the back of the neck.

watching the fashions quite eagerly.
White at all times and especially
f:r summer is jiar excellence the color for children, and the materials that
come in white are legion from the ordinary mercerized wash goods and
homespuns to the fine voiles, silk and
It. Is needless perhaps to say
laces.
that trimming for children's clothes
should be of the simplest and daintiest order less embroidery la seen
this season, while lace Irish, Mechlin, Cliiny or Valenciennes is extremely popular. The dominant notej
in this ytar's models for
young
people isthat of the empire, the bod-Ichave very short waists, with plaited, shirred or gathered skirts attached
to them, and lull w ide sleeves gut tiered into close fitting cuff. Later en
in the season these bodies and sleeves
will be of the thinest material possibly and the sleeves will be more
shoulder puffs with a fall of lace,
though many mothers do not believe
and rightly so in thus exposing the
delicate baby skin t) the deadly burn
of the sun's rays.
Although the thinnest of dresses
are being shown and even worn in the
house, the coat must yet have the
most consideration, and as in the
dresses the empire style is the leader,
the high waist line being Indicated by
a fold of silk or ribbon tie knotted
high in the back. A pretty little coat
made from the empire model was of
blue chiffon
The yoke was of
white cloth embroidered in fine silver
soutache from this hung the full skirt
laid on in inverted plaits so arranged,
that a broad panel was effected front
anil back. The sleeves are full puffs
with white
embroidered cuffs, and
silver buttons complete the orna-intation.
chiffon
One little coat In white
cloth laid in tiny plaits t yoke depth
was outlined with handing of white
and silver braid ending in rosettes on
each fide of the front hem. White
crechet buttons are used for closing
and a flat collar of braid finished the
yoke; the sleeves are full at the top
and end in tucks which form the deep
cuff edged witli flat bands of braid
and rosettes. A third oiat was made
of l.lue Irish poplin having an empire
joke of lace, bice cuffs, and a ribbon
e

cl-t-

niiirft
lucks and insertion of lace, which will
be found an excellent one for morn-ing wear, while t lie same Btyle could!
be made much more elaborate for!
more dressy wear. It had a square
yoke made of alternate rows of tucks
ami lace to this is attached the full
skirt and wide puff Rleeves, finished
at the wris s and neck with tin v frills
1

:

g

f lace.

French in design Is a dress to be
worn with or without a qulmpe. The
original model was shown in baby-blu- e

chambray, with insertion
and
edging of heavy white embroidery,
The sleeves are formed with two finished at the waist with a bow compuffs separated by a band of taffeta posed of short loops
and
The
and finished w ith a cuff of embroidery. square neck and sleeves ends.
were also
Pink stockings and white shot's are finished with this beading and ending
worn with this costume, and for wear In little bows similar
to that at the
on the street a broad hat of embroid- waist.
ery trimmed on the side with a big
Several confirmation nnd graduatpink bow is added.
dresses were shown me last week.
For a younger child is shown a ing
dress in white or colored lawn with The first was intended for a confirmation service and was made of white
crepe de chine In surplice style, which
IN
"PRINCESS"
is finding much favor this
season.
The
skirt Is gathered back
RADIUM BLUE of the
t
siams and is oma- merited with four deep tucks. A wldei
hern finishes the lower edge.
The
waist Is arranged t ) blouse till around
(Over the belt or only eased, and a
iiJI .w
lining is used to support
below
the chemlcette,
which Ihe
fronts cross in surplice
fashion.
(tattlers regulate the fullness at the!
waistline, and tucked bertha and

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
Department 0f tno interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.

rch

29, 190G.
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Hesides the ion; empire coats there
are the natty little short jackets that
are fashioned very much after t.'ie
style of those of the o!di r people; and
wrap
for a light weight "throw-overt
is much liked. For older
tile
girls little Etons boleros, and fit hues
built upon the same lines as those ot
their elder sisters will be worn.
t
One development of the
was sh wn in grey broadcloth with
lighter taffeta bands. It was made
with untler arm seams, shoulder and
side ami back seams, the latter being
hidden by taffeta bands. A shawl collar outlines the neck and bands ot
trimming follow the front flees
which close- - Invisibly, while the full
sleeves are banded just above the elbow with a band cuff below which
falls a deep cuff.
For children old enough to attend
school ,or who are out of doors much
of the time a raincoat is quite as
necessary an adjunct of appnn as o
the older sister. A sat isfac'orv mode
of the raincoat in tine brilliant im- w as
shaped from a tucked mode:, which
tucks turned from the center of the
front and bt-stitched to y ke
depth, while chirrings at the waUt
on each side of the center Iron: an
ai k are held In place by a Land of
stitched cloth. The coat ha mi overlapping front and is further ornamented with covered buttons.
For i!n sm the li'tle one use tue
materials as we do ourselves
and fe
themselvis all the m re
d for doing so. A ptetty dress
box-coa-
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BLACK AND WHITE COVTUME

cross-txatnin-
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theater a charming cos-- '
pale blue drap
which
is particularly effective In the construction of princess gowns. A feature d the spring models is that few
seams are used.
Simplicity is the key n u- of this
piet y thca'er gown. The deep bertha
land the cmpicct minis are of baby
Ir.--h
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cream China silk decorated
The skirt was of the five-- ,
!'
i' and may In gathered or
a' the topwaile a plain lacing
sluri
tin:.-- ! ,c
A fitted
the lutiuin.
lining
a f"iiic!at ion for the gathered
'ie.
(
:i
atnl an invisible losing is made
at tl :c i.acK. A detuchablo y ke with
a s anding collar was
fur the
I'Hii.'i ication
servi e which may be
(!:
il wi'ii for i vouing
wear. 1 ae
a. the wai.-- t was gathered In
fu II'
if
t mvc
shlrrings 1elow
rows
.v
til' i wa- worn a crushed silk girdle.
w
re made w ith
three
puff- - an
with it were worn
sle.i
'o. " t,:te .silk glVfS.
con-A iic
r'ic'ed for a very tall
o! s. . 'it tciild and who ha-t
;. - w a
('Ml
aid im stis. made her
of fine ehallis by a
ivioti dr.-.-pattern. The skirt has
ili Ml ile
!n red to a Ave gored
two
narrow tuck follows
nil!' i :,:,
. n:
tloiliic. A liuiug Is
i tie
rt
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liiousing
t.. s i;
a! tire tucked en
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frot!
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The jackdaw ia
tiini.. haa rea In d
emliroi lered miiii
with black .Mechlin
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moment
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blue talieta. A band f tii:ndd"red
siliv in
arie.l h.v t.h: 'e - o.'ie (side run horizontally. 'I
ot the l
tilting,
the lac,
ef Uceliihi outlines the tut.
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V
- effected
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The Wide j ill
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woven i,,to a
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For the dtinces at the summer in.
sorts there is nothing more attractive
for the girl, still in her teens, than'
(lowered organdies.
Tiny pink rosebuds are the flowers
upon a white organdy background
particularly attractive f. r a gentle.
'
miss or M.
''"''o bodice, sleeve and full skirt is
much shirred.
The skirt has double
jshirrings about the hips and above'
the knus, triple cords lieing u.ied u
icach instance. The 'yoke and girdle
'are of lace, the former being formed
to reach to the
of the should
ers.
A distinctive
feature .'f this bewitching frock is a soft liberty silk;
scarf, which is draped over the,
shoulders and tied in a knot uxn thu
bust. It is of the same pink as the
tlowcr In the muslin.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM.
BINI, PROPRIETOR

i

My merenant tailoring stiop Is
over No. 20'j West Railroad ave-

op-stai-ra

nue, where I solicit the patronage ot
the public. All work guaranteed first
class, as I have had fifteen years' e
perlence In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts mads
to crJer. Oive me a trial.
O.

HAMBINI.

BIDS WANTED.

tip-en-

added to their puffed cIIhjw length
when desired.
In i's la'er us,, she
will add a number
f extra
yokes,
sashes, Uiws and accessories, which1
will give her many a change.
While laces, ribbons, etc., all have1
their place, for both graduation and
confirmation, the fewer the furbelows!
and the simpler the dress the better'
the taste siiimn. Elbow sleeves may,
be born but It would he more appro-- l
ng "lllittaille cutis
iate to have
and high neck lor these occasions.
A dainty little dress in empire style
for a little girl was made In nainsook trimmed with tlounci s of
The fulness of the body is
lu ld in the front, back and on thu
shoulders by groups of lingerie, tucks
attached t a shallow round yoke.!
'1 lie
sleeves Hie of the Short puffed'
st vie i tiding iii a frill of embroidery'
The'
is a sty-j- , Headed by !i !! ti run beading.
The sleeves full skirt is at'ached to the l,ody w ith
ribUm-nmwith
cuffs to be gathers u'.l round

u.-c- d
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MERCHANT TAILORING
UPSTAIRS.

l

tie.

i1

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has flld notice or his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
State., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on May 10, 1906, via:
Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot 1.
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18.
township 7 north, range 3 east, and
lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
north, raiiRe 2 cast, and lot 2, sections 7 and IS, township 7 north,
range 3 east, of S. 11. C. No. 1600.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possiisslon Of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the Burvey of
tho township, viz:
l'lacido Salazar y Otero, of
N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of Peralta, N. M.; Hlglnio Chavez, of
Peralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not bo allowed, will b
given an opiortunity at the above
o
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.
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beading outlining the joining and
serving ag a finish, while the lower
edge is turned up in a deep hem.
A sailor dress made in the regulation full skirt and sailor blouse,
would be most uultaole for travelling
or outing wear. It was just the kind
of a suit to appeal to the hearts of all
my girls. The front and back are in
one with senilis connecting them under the arms. A deep yoke of white
linen is an attractive Venture as is
also the patch pocket over the left
breast. Tthe fulness of-- the waist Is
adjusted with a draw-strinwhich
which gives a becoming droop. The
full skirt opens in the front at the
side of the frone gore which Is outlined on each side with three buttons.
The sleeves are In sailor effect

THE FLOWERED ORGANDY

YORK FASHION LETTER.
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Call at our down town office, 119 South Second Street, in the First
National Bank Building, or at the Branch Office on the "Heights,"
opposite the University, and ask for one of our

itor Charles
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at tho office
the board of county
commissioners of Hernalillo county, up
to 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Saturday, April H, 1900, at the court
house of said county, in Albuquerque,
for the doing of the following work:
First, for repairs and additions to
the county bridge over the lUoCirande
at Harelas.
Second, for reconstruction of a por
tion of the county bridge at CorraJIes.
Third, for work upon, and In the vicinity of, the Alameda dyke.
Fourth, for dyke construction at
Atrlsco ftnd other work for the protection of property from floods in that
vicinity.
Bids can be submitted for either or
all of said four different pieces of
work, and the board reserves tho
right to reject or accept any or a!l
will be received

of the clerk of

bids.

Said work is to be done according
to specifications which can be seen
UM)ii application to the clerk of the
board at the court house.
lly order of the board cf county
c

niniis.-ioner- s.

(SrVall
A. 10 WAI.KElt,
io Clerk of
I'robate Clerk and
the Hoard of County Commissioners
of Hernalillo County, New Mexico.
March IM, ia06.
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Money it Kerry Cuilfttare
Five years ago, Washington liorry fields were almost
Some of the more ontorprisliiK fanners who
diversified agriculture, planted scattering
hushes to test the soil nnd climate. Tiny planted tho
n
Outhbcrt and other choice r'd inspeberrles nnd tho
proud
experiment
The
and Snyder blackberries.
of
so successful that many small patches of
an acre were set to berry plants.
Two years ago tho business had become so Important
that an association was formed for the purpose of
season, a market was opened
handling the crop.
In Butte, St. Paul and the interior mountain cities. The
per crate for their berries
growers obtained about
express.
after paying
The profits in berries have ranged higher than for
ny other crop produced on the farms of Washington.
One man, J. It. Kowley, who is 76 years old, has a city
home containing an acre of land. On this is his dwelling,
lawn, chicken coops, cow shed, and berry patch. From
that acre he picked last year 500 crates of berries. The
Iruit brought him over $750, after deducting the cost of
boxes and express charges.
Similar acre yields are reported from many others.
A news dealer owns an acre from which his annual Income ranges about $450. Practically all the berry fields
are of the same variety. The valley has about 75 per.
cent raspberries, and the remainder planted to
Green's Fruit Grower.
unknown.
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Word to Valley 'Men

For the advancement of the farming Interests of this
community, few things, if any. have been arranged by
the Commercial Club bo Important as the coming to this
city of Prof. Vernon of the New Mexico College of Agriculture. The Citizen would take this opportunity to urge
every farmer In the valley to meet Prof. Vernon, during
his visit here, next Tuesday, and by all manner of means
to he present at the address which he will deliver by request of the club.
Just at this time The Citizen would make another
suggestion to the people In the valley. It is this: Why
not form a Farmers" club? Call it that or by any other
name which may be agreed upon; but let there be an
organization and that at once. Such organizations, with
theic. attendant meetings, discussions, agreements, concert of action, have been found beneficial everywhere;
and they are ripdly multiplying in all parts of the country. Why not try it for this section? In union there
is strength, In exchange of views there is growth of wisdom .
It is cheerfully conceded by. all Americans, perhaps
less heartily by foreigners, that America is the greatest
nation on the face of the earth. Everything is gigantic,
from our territory to the products of the soil. "We have
the greatest trees, the most beautiful roses, the finest
scenery, the best people and the best government. Then,
too, we have the greatest trusts, the greatest frauds and
the biggest rascals. We have more miles of railway than
all the rest of the world together, aud we travel at a pace
that sets the rest of the world aghast. After you get
through recounting all the greatness of this country, you
can also say that her nervousness exceeds that of the
whole world.

Silver City Independent:

The mayor and the

BEG FOR BREAD

Today

Springfield Republican.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. ft. 8TRICKLER

mem-

bers of the town council are to.be congratulated upon
their success in arranging for the refunding of tho bonded
indebtedness of Silver City, and reducing the Interest
from 7 to 5 per cent. This, when accomplished, will
mean a saving to the taxpayers of $1,000 per annum,
which is no small item. Furthermore, the city officials
have In contemplation a plan by which they expect to
establish a sinking fund for the future payment of the
bonds, so that In the course of years this indebtedness
will be entirely wiped out, without auy increase in the
tax rate.
Senator Nelson: The man whose chief acquaintance
with the problem of railway rate legislation Is derived
from riding In a Pullman car, drawing dividends on railway stock, and clipping coupons from railway bonds,
looks at the problem in an entirely different light from
the farmer, the merchant, and the shipper at a
point, who is subject to high rates and unjust
t,
To the latter it is a continuing,
discriminations.
and most vital issue, continually 'pressed home
on him In his daily vocation and daily experience from
which there is no retreat.
ever-presen-

Flagstaff Gem:
Last Saturday, as the north-boun- d
passenger passed through Safford It was noticed that two
extra couches were attached, loaded to the limit with
laborers for contract work on the. railroad down the valley, and the government dam at Roosevelt. We are' not
surprised that individuals and corporations would employ
this cheap labor shipped in from a neighboring government, but wo are surprised that our own government
would allow this kind of labor to be used where it comes
In such close competition with clean, white, native born
Americans.
It is certainly very unkind for the morning paper to
turn against its friend Gillenwater, and call him a "gas
pipe." It is true that the gentleman is long and slender
and but why enumerate? None of the things that might
be mentioned furnish any justification for the conduct
of the Journal. lint how came that paper to act so
meanly? This The Citizen cannot say, but here is what
the Journal did. The first line of the head says: "Gas
Pipe Case," in big, bold, black type. The first line of
the article says, "The case of YV. H. Gillenwater;" ;,ud
there vim are.

SATURDAY, APRIL

Show

Let Albuquerque
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President Roosevelt will take part in the laying !
the cornerstone of the new office building for members
of the House of Representatives on Sattiray, April H. at
which time the ceremony will be almost Identical with
the laying of the cornerstone of the United States Cap
itol by President Washington, nearly 1111 years ago. The
Federal Masonic lodge, which had charge of the ceremony over a hundred years ago. w ill naV tne 'honor of
directing the swinging of the cornerstone of the Hous
annex in place. 'Walter A. P.rown, the grand master of
tho Masonic lodge of the District of Columbia, w ill superintend the exercises, and addresses will be made by the
president and Speaker
When the Capitol cornerstone was laid President Washington was acting
grand master of the Masonic lodge of Virginia, an by
virtue of that office he was in charge of the ceremony.
At that time the Federal 'lod:,-- .was under the Juris Teflon
of the Gand Lodge of Virginia, but a few years laic r the
District of Columbia Masons were organized into n separate jurisdiction, and consequently the district orgairza-tio- n
will have charge of the ceremony.
Three thousand Invitations will be Issued to prominent men throughout the United States. The cabinet,
diplomatic corps, senators, members of the house, the
United States supreme court, governors of the various
states, prominent army men and naval officers and other
government officials will attend the ceremony.
In aefcordance with tradition, the stone is at the
northeast corner of the building, and its location corresponds with that of the Capitol cornerstone. Since the
original Capitol was built wings have been added at the
north nnd south ends, so that the keystone of the building
Is now well toward the center of that great structure.
The foundation of the magnificent new office building
is completed, and the floor beams for the first story tire
now In place. Upon these a temporary floor will be laid
and seats provided for the guests who will view the ceremony. In accordance with Masonic traditions the ceremony will be in the open air, and the persons who participate in it will have no protection from the weather,
regardless of what conditions may be. Simplicity will
mark the event, and all pretensions will be avoided. In
every detail it will correspond as nearly as possible with
the ceremony In which Prsldent Washington participated.
The articles placed in the cornerstone, as far as practicable, will be identical with those deposited In the Capitol stone by Federal lodge, and as both President Roosevelt and Speaker Cannon are members of the Masonic
order, the occasion will in every way harmonize with the
spirit of the ceremony directed by the Virginia jurisdiction.
The Senate office building, which is in course of construction immediately north of
Capitol grounds, is not
so far advanced as tho House bulldingnnd Its cornerstone cannot, be laid at the present session of congress.
These two buildings, when completed, will take the place
of additions originally proposed to the Capitol building,
which were objected to on the ground that they would
mar the architectural scheme of that structure. Each of
the new buildings will occupy a complete square of
ground, nnd they will he magnificent white structures
of classic design, to harmonize with the Capitol nnd
Library of Congress.
September 18, 170.1, was the exact date of the laying
of the cornerstone of the main Capitol building by President Washington. The wings of tho central building were
completed in 1811 and were partially burned by the
British in 1S14. The entire central building was finished
in 1827. Tho cornerstones for the extensions at the north
and south ends of the main building were laid by President Fillmore, July 4, 1S.il. when Daniel Webster was
the orator. The extensions, which contain the present
Senate and House chambers, were first occupied In 1857
and 18r0.
I
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Spring' Blouse

Her

Gratitude For Abounding

Suits

Comforts.
IT CAN

HO'--

BE DONE AT ONCE

Tho famine In Japan has reached
and fully
an appalling condition;
one million human belugs, lrom the
infant at the breast, to the tot
tering giandsire of ninety odd years,
are upon the very edge of starvation.
Last year's crops were failures; grass
and straw, roots and bark miserable
food ns they are have been exhausted. Nothing remains but aid or lingering-death,
the approach of which
lias stared the people in the face now
roam
for months. Living skeletons
over the country searching every nook

and corner for some stray morsel
which will deaden if It do not satisfy
the gnawlngs of hunger. Think of a
great grandmother
putting1, to her
withered breasts tho emaciated lips of
her great grandchild to stop Its starving cries, while the mother of tho Infant hunts both high and low for the
crawling worm or leaf or weed or
withered grass to stay her own exhausted life and that of her helpless
babe.
Such are common scenes and
fully 1,000,000 people are suffering
such torments of starvation.
The American people, whose pros
perity Is almost, marvelous, have been
touched by the too long concealed
facts in 'the case, are arising In the
strength of their abounding comfort to
assist these industrious and deserving
little brown people across the sea.
No help can come to them from home
till the ripening of the coming har
vest, fully five months hence. But the
American people have determined to
foil tho detndi of hunger, and out of
their abundance save those whom
famine has doomed.
The point is that action must be
Immediate, or the aid will come too
late to save hundreds of thousands.
The appeal is made to the people of
Albuquerque help us or we die!
That this may be donewithout loss of
time, the Bank of Commerce of this
city, offers to transmit all contribu
tions without cost to New York City;
and from there, the Postal Telegraph
and Cable company, will transmit it
by wire, free of cost, directly to ,I:jan.
Who will be the first to contribute:
Hasten quickly to their rescue!
Hear their bitter cry for bread;
Ye, who in your homes have plenty;
Ye, whom God has always fed.

SUIT has ever been
j devised Sailor or Rus
sian Blouse Style with
Bloomer Pants. & j
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Las Vegas can lay claim to having
The Optic:
taken the bad in the demonstration of scientific dry
farming in New Mexico. Not even the National Fraternal
sanatorium promises more fur the future development
and prosperity of Saif Miguel county than the farming of
our uplands by the Campbell fytem. And the whole of
New Mexico is interested In what we are doing and will
do here.

INTERPRETATION
DIFFICULT

Literary Digest:
Had temper, in a great proportion
of cases, has for its foundation Indigestion, nervous exhaustion, or some other physical ill, which may be relieved by the removal of causes and the adoption of suit
able physiological measures. In certain cia-e- s
moral
remedies are necessary, as well as physics.
Las Cruces Citizen: Las Cruces in less than five
will boast of a population of not less than ten
thousand, electric cars running through the whole valley,
and factories strung up and down the Rio Grande from
Elephant Butte to El Paso.

years

PERFECT
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PASSAGES RENDERED WITH THE GREATEST EASE
This can be said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
musical instrument in the world

THE FARRAND
Self-Playin-

CECILIA ft

Piano

g

There Is an inherent love of music in all of us, and most of us have
ofttimes earnestly wished we could not only have the pleasure of
listening to music but could make It for ourselves.

The FARRAND CECILIAN
Piano

ng

makes it possible for this desire, to he completely gratified. May wo
not tell you more about it?
See the Farrand Cecllian
Tiano and the genuine
HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.' PIANO.

m
m

Self-Playi-

i

all the churches
tomorrow will be of an elaborate nature, almost every church in the citv
having arranged special musical pro
grams, ami tne altars having been
decorated with spring flowers for
Sunday.
In

Exclusive Representatives

THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
iTinH',

206 West Gold Avenue.

iiH'iuinrqMaiWiqiirai

Ea-ste-

O

Pilgrim Commandery, No. 3, Knights
Templar, by special invitation, will attend in a body services at the Congregational church tomorrow mornr-ingI&.etuarn ojF
seats having been reserved for
the commandery at the Easter servninniraiior4ali4ys
ices In the center of the church. The
church will'be specially decorated tomorrow aud the musical features will
OOOCKOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOCKOC00
be given special attention, elaborate
For the many millionth time mankind sees spring in programs having been arranged lor
,
the valleys, creeping first for shelter shyly in the pause liotii the morning and evening serv-of the blustering wind that, blows the last remnants ot ices.
old winter from the land; all the air a fount of freshness;
The irrigation committee of the
the earth smiling its gladness; the dogwoods, full flow- Commercial club met this afternoon
ered, quivering like white butterflies poised to dream; to arrange for the meeting on April
song birds caroling to mates and younglings in the nest 17, the day President J. J. Vernon, of
all nature is glad, gay, earnest. It is the sweet season the Agricultural and Mechanical colof renewed life. Thus, year after year, are we pre- lege at Mesilla Park, will address the
members. A number of farmers who
sented, through all material life around us, the
have pumping plants and are interlesson that even in the tiniest seed there Is someested in irrigation, met with the comthing which does not die.
Arrangements
mittee.
were comThe human mind since it began to think and believe pleted for driving Prof. Vernon around
early
has thought and believed immortality.
Mankind
the country upon his arrival here,
divided into races and widely separated In vastly differ- prior to his lecture. The committee
ent climes and conditions; but wherever the human mind also decided upon the time for Prof.
is, there that thought and belief aro also. Wherever the Vernon's lecture, it not having been
traces of earlier man are found, deep in solid rock, or decided, prior to the meeting this afternoon, whether Prof. Vernon would
in century-seale- d
cavern, such traces give evidence that speak
in the afternoon or evening. It
man, even at his crudest, was worshipful.
is expected that a large number of
We know no more about immortality today than the club members, citizens, farmtrs, and
first cave man did In the beginning. The Indian still in fact, any and everybody interesthopes for a land rich In game, the Turk for a celestial ed in thi' momentous question of Irriharem, the Christian and the Jew for an eternity of spir- gation will be present at the lecture.
.
itual delight, the Asiatic for reincarnations on earth. The
At the meeting of the Albuquerque
scoffer, noting these contradictory hopes, pretends they
Maybe they are. Perhaps Women's club held yesterday afterail are misty superstitions.
in .heir rooms in the Commerthey are only shadows of the truth. Hut the truth itself noon (hi:)
cial
building, one of the most ens
count-lesthrough
the firm belief in immortality has been
joyable programs of the new year was
cycles of generations inbred in the human mind; rendered. The first
on the program
it Is the very core of spiritual life; the nucleus of all dewas a pa- r on the "Sectional Novel."
velopment, the force of all progress, and it can no more written
Mrs. Clarence Ten Kvrk.
be cast out of the individual mind than can be obliterated form- ri y of Albuquerque, but now le-the difference between the human brain and that of the siding
Arkansas, and read by Mrs.
Hyron 1!. Ives.
Mrs. Hinckley, on
ape.
;
v.. in In this, absence of
Miss
Man never lacked proof of immortality any more the
',re. ri
extracts from '.Mrs
'ban be has lacked proof of sunshine., Does the flower Itnldrbl
Kiple - Trips," in "Main' Traveled
if it is worth while to grow, to turn to seed and to
Heads.'
y Hamlin Garland, in a man
lirow again? Does the caterpillar need to know that out tier i :i t. e!y pleasing to all present.
The
of its chrysalis a butterfly will spring?
Proof?
A rci, ". nt "The
House of Mirth,"
reeniag va'leys and the flowering hills are spread out was
v Mrs. E.
L. Washburn.
today like a world-wid- e
a a vocal selection,
(), l)ry
scroll that all men must read. i f e r- v.
The whole history of the development of man is proof ot Tho.- T, .its," was rendered in the
imitaV.e
of Mrs. Arters. A
what the belief has done for blni; the whole vast differ
ence that lies between mankind and the mere animal Is clever .! i'.e on "Do Americans Read
Too M i. h Fiction?" in which
Mrs.
proof, (me may think be does not believe in immor
Wilson " ,v the affirmative and Mrs.
tality, but b,e d. reives himself. No mind ran look at Rice
negative side of the
death without looking beyond it. Like birth, death ist a quest inn. followed the vocal selection.
line invisible t,i human comprehensions.
None cau shut An inter, 'ing guest of the ladies yes-- '
eyes so tight as not to see in the springtime smile of na- ti rd.u a' hi ir meeting, was Mrs. As- v Cleveland,
love nes Mi
a resident ol
ture the deathiessness of life and the
of God. For this reason, the festival of Easter the fes- Datil. v 1., well known as a writer
oiies. At the conclus: n
tival of resurrection, of renewed life exists under one of sln.f
form or another in all lands of the present and has ex- Of the togram a committee,
M)Sed of
King. Mesdames Hinck-I'tr- ,
isted through till ages of the past.
ley, I.,.
Ackerman and Albright
Was
;.ji mod to meet at the
club
Tips from Abroad.
rooms V lay evening to arrange the
Americans control the cotton goods and petroleum liteiary
the
coming
hook
ar
Clil
j
trade of Zanzibar.
meeting then adjourtie,'.
of
Great Hritain imported l .s:;t',.t',iiii hundredweight
Aniiiican flour in January. In January of ll'O". it was
only 3:i7.475 hundredweights.
FID Ttlfc CMCKtRIXG STORE
I'.ritish millers have a profitable trade with the continent In bran as a byproduct of imported wheat.
Whrr. r you go, you will find the
Imports ,f agricultural implement into Russia con- platm
represents Chicker- -'
f that
tinue large over L'n.inif) tons in J905.
inir v
place to
to be the
1. ..
The metal industries of lielgium are increasing in
alios of less expulsive
Krade.
both production and prices.
Tini
A big decrease In exports of olive oil and palm leaf
in.' (iilekeritih' is in itself
aJmcis:
:riaranti'0 of that smi-c'hats from Malaga to the United States Is noted.
nifth
Vnii may safely dep. n l ujmn
German firms are unable to fill all their orders for Its adi
as to the other 111.11 s u
automobiles.
handl.
In Now Mexico the t'hirk-- 1
Some public schools In Saxony have adopted the erinj.' :s
presented solely bv
penny savings bank system.
THE WHITSON
MUSIC CO.
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is toK clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Wm Chapflm

0

Not only means the
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest
ad-vertisin-
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

-

Will. CHAPLIN

0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

bi-.-- t

.

NOTICE.
am prepared to take parties of any
number to any point in the mountains,
during the comint; season. In my wagonette, the "Minnehaha," at reasona1j. C. WAKUWH.1-- ,
ble rates.
J23 South Arno street.
I
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shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

ever-watchf- ul

corn-Mis-

Mining Reporter;
An expert from Rhodesia, working in a Colorado cyanide mill, recently stated to a representative of the Record, that he had been paying
special attention to the formations in Arizona, and that
he found the same construction, the same indications,
that prevail in the famous Kimberley diamond minis of
Africa, where he worked for years.

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings
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My store is headquar- ters for Boys' and Chil
dren s Clothing, Hats,
Caps, Shoes and Shirts
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CHURCH, CLUBHAND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Nothing more
ing to the average small
boy than the BLOUSE

c.

IU--

For t'j."2.M00 a Belgian has just so!. I to ihe Kprupi an
a patent.
The
syndicate of plate glass manufacturer
invention is expected to revolutionize the trade. It draws
up the molten glass from the pot ami conducts it between rollers. Seventeen pairs of these rollers are arranged towerlike above the pot. The molten mass cools
on its way between the rollers and conies out polislie on
both sides and in any desired thickness, ready for use.

14, 1906.

CRIES Of DYING

ILaid

Ky Eoosevclft

By The Citizen Publishing Company

CITIZEN.

EVENING

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale Mquor and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet A
Cnandoa White Seal Champagne, Bt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos, Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic. Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlc.

SATURDAY,

APRIL

ALBUQUERQUE

14, 1906.

The music In the evening will Include o'clock, this afternoon.
a portion of the Field service, and the
Not Guilty.
At 4 o'clock the Jury brought in a
offertory anthem of tho morning.
verdict of "not guilty."
Lutheran Church.
It Is evident that the Jury took pitj
St. Paul's Lutheran church, corner upon the captain, as to Ms "frali,
of .Sixth street and Silver avenue, weakened condition," nnd he should
He". K. Moser, pastor. Sunday sehol be under everlasting gratitude to Dr..
a. m. Mornlnsr service In (Ser- Hope for his expert testimony.
at
um n at 11 o'clock. After the service
O. .1. Durrant and J. .1. Bnrdin. two
celebration of the Holy Communion.
In the evenlni? at 7 o'clock, a special young men from St. Martlneau, I. a.,
by are here, on n visit to Dr. D. C. Labbe,
Faster program wlil be rend-rethe Puiidnv hc'uoc!
the dentist.

EASTER SERVICES AT
THE VARIOUS CHURCHES
No Doubt

Interesting Programs, as Published, Will
be Instrumental in Large

GILLENWATER AND

Attendance.
Solo

Tomorrow is Easter Sunday, and
in commemoration of the rising of
Christ from tho dead, elaborate services in all the different churches
ttarouchout the city have been arranged. The altars will be beautifully
decorated with spring flowers, and
special musical programs have been
jrepared, and will t,e rendered ut both
morning and cvenliiR services. Following are the announcements of the
order of services to be observed In
the different churches:

Mrs. Arters.
Sermon "The Vision of the Angels
at the Tomb
Anthem "They Have Taken Away
Harrington
My Lord'' .'
Quartet.
(Both the text and climax cf the
sermon art- - brought out in the closing anthem.)
177
Hymn N
I Knllowinetnis
will be taken.)

n.

sacrifice offerlne: SOME IYTERtSTIG PROCEEDINGS

.

Sunday school at 9:45 a. m., J. D.
Preaching
Emmons, superintendent.
at 11 a. m. by the pastor. Easter
sermon. Musical program for the
morning service, follows:
Hymn "Flee Away"
Choir.
Anthem "Welcome Easter"
Choir.
Solo "The Prophet King"
Prof. Havens.
Violin Solo "Simple Confession"..
Prof. Havens.
Junior League at 3 o'clock p. m.
Mrs. Bixler, president. Senior League
at 7 p. m. Rev. E. A. Robinson, pres
ident. Preaching at 7:45 p. m., by
the pastor. Suitable music for the
evening. All who can attend these
services are cordially invited. Especial attention paid to strangers.

Prayer

BEWARE!

For the youthful heir, in original
and novel designs, aro among tho
lately arrived goods. We have them

In offering Cum Minn Crm in 1 pint
cn at 10c pet can, w were the firit
manufacturer to give the cintomef an
honed package u much for hit money
a he got Irom the milkman.
When forced to do to, certain of out
competitor! have begun enlarging the
iat of theii can. But they have not
improved the quality of their producta.
The flavor and richnen in buttet-fa- t of

..Prettily Upholstered..
with

OPERA

OUR

Organ Itespons
Offertory
Anthem "Christ Our Passover"...
Schilling
Hymn No. 177 "Hark Ten Thousand Harps and Voices"
Pastor
Sermon
"The City With the Open Gates"..
Solo "There Is a Green Hill Far
Away"
J. W. Deane
Benediction
Organ Postludo
Following will be the order for services for Sunday evening, beginning at
8 o'clock:
Baptist Church.
Organ Prelude
Morning service at 11 o'clock, as
Hymn No. 175 "Golden Harps Are touows:
Sounding
Organ Prelude "Grand Chorus"...
Anthem "Awake, Thou That Steep
Salome
Maker Anthem "Unfold Ye IVrtals Ever
est"
Prayer
lasting"
Gounod
Organ Response . . i
Hymn "Joy to the World". .Handel
Anthem "The Magdalene".. Warren Invocation
Solo "Like As a Father"
Ordinance of Baptism
Mrs. L. H. Chamberlin.
Solo "Calvary"
Rodney
Scripture Selections
Mr. T. Y. Maynard.
Organ and Piano Duet "Adoration,"
Scripture Reading
Gaul Anthem "Christ, Our Passover". . .
from tho "Holy City"
Miss Pratt and Prof. Krebs.
Chappie
Naylcr
Trio "Eastertide"
Choir.
Mesdamcs McDonald, Arters and
Prayer
Miller.
Sclo "O, Gladsome Day"
Address "The Evening Walk"...,
W. F. Sudcis
Pastor
Mrs. Martha Brown-Gibb- s.
Anthem "Christ Is Arisen". .. .Pratt
Obligato
n
Solo "Hosanna
Granler
Mr. Havens.
J. Wesley Beane.
Hymn "Tho Day of Resurrection"
thiet
Address
Mesdamcs Miller and Tenant.
Hallelujah:
Anthem
Christ Is
Anthem "Christ Our Passover"
Ki.scn"
Simper
Schilling
Choir.
Hymn No. 171 "Hail Thou Once
Hymn No. 43
Despised Jesus
Congregation.
Vesper communion service at 4 Organ Postlude? Hallelujah Chorus
o'clock. Epworth League at C:45 p.
From "The Messiah"
Handel
m. Subject, "The Resurrected Life.
Following is the program of the
evening service, which will commence
First Presbyterian Church
at 7:30 o'clock:
Following is the program for the Organ Prelude "Offertorio". .Pe,trali
morning services:
Organ Offertory Andante (Priere)
Opening Voluntary "Credo" fr:m
Wely
Haydn's First Mass
Anthem "Savior, Where Night InHymn "Jesus Reigns"
Mason
volves the Skies
Congregation.
Harry Rowe Shelly
Anthem "Christ Our Passover"...
Mr. Colllster, Solist.
Chappie Organ Postlude "Fantasia"
Choir.
Tours
Easter Hymn "He Lives Again"...
B. A. Havens, violinist; T. V. MayWorgan nard, choirister; Rosa Futrelle-Gid- f
Congregation.
eon, organist.
Offertory "Pastoral Symphony . .
Handel
Immaculate Conception Church.
Anthem "King of Kings"
Easter services tomorrow morning
Caleb Simpler at the Church of the Immaculate ConChoir.
ception will bo neld at 7:30 o'clock,
Hymn "Christ Our Advocate"
low mass; at 8:30 o'clock, children's
Mason mass and at 9:30 o'clock, high :nasB
Congregation.
will be celebrated.
Postlude Recessional March
Celebrant, Father Capaloupi; deaScotson Clark con. Father Bell;
Father
Following is the program for the Beauvais;
master of
ceremonies.
evening services:
Father Mandalari.
Opening Voluntary "Priest's March
The sermon will be by Father Bell.
r rom Athalia'
Mendelssohn
The musical portion f the high
Hymn . ...
mass will surpass any service given
Congregation.
in Albuquerque up to, this time. The
Anthem Jubilate Deo, in
choir, under tho able direction of
Corbin Mrs. T. J. Shinlck. will render the
Chlr.
following:
Hymn
Violin "Angel's Serenade". .I'ollitzer
Congregation.
Mr. Karl Tolan.
Offertory
Selected
Accompanist, Miss Beaucnamp.
Ant hen: "Praise Sing Praise"
William F. Pester
Vldl Aquam
Straight Kyrie ....Gounod's Messo Solonnelle
Ch dr.
Gloria ... Gounod's Messo S denm-llHymn
Credo
Giotz's First Ma?s
Congreat Ion.
The Choir.
Post hide
Fugue"
llaeu
At the Offertory:
Giorzu
R"gina Coali Vocal Solo
Christian Church.
Mrs. T. J. Shinick.
nonht-nst
at
located
the
oiriier of Sanctus
Haydn's Imperial Mass
Gold avenue and Broadway.
Appro-pritGounod
Benedictus
Easier services tomorr v. Sun- Anaus Dei
Harrison Millard
day school at in o'clock a- - m. SerThe Choir.
mon at 11 a. in. Subject, "The Sweet March
Holzman
Violin
Story Kv.r Told." At 7 p. in.,
Mr. Karl Tdan.
Si
"Tile
Tie!." Preaching by the minOrganist, MUs Bcuuch ami'.
ister, r.rnest E. Crawlord," at both
hours. Every one welcome.
St. John's Episcopal Church.
The rd r of services at St. John's
Congregational Church.
Episcopal church tomorrow will be a
1ocated on Broadway, at tV ( :ist follows
Holy communion at fi:2o a. m. Sunend of the viaduct. Rev. J. W. Barron, pr.stor.
Sunday school at !l;45 day school at 10 a. m. Morning
a. m. Prof. ('. K. HoiUin, superin- prayer, sermon and holy communion
.Morning
service at 11 at 11 a. ni. Evening prayer and sertendent.
o'clock, at which the following pro- mon at 7:30 p. m. The musical servgram will be rendered:
ice will be quite elaborate.
A speOrgan Preludi "Offertory Hymn'of
cial musical si tting has been arrangWely ed for the processional hymn, "Christ
the Nuns
tli.- - Lord Has Risen Today."
"H ly Temple"
"Christ
Choir.
Our Passover." by J. S. B. Hodges;
Doxology. with Invocation and the
Smart's Te Deum Laudanir.s, in F,
Deo, by W. C. Wiland a Jubilate
Lord's Prayer
liams, will pn cede the sermon. The
Gloria
offertory anthem. "Christ Has Won
Choir and Coniw nation.
in the Victory," by C. B. Hawley, con"HojKiig
Responsive Reading
tains a ladies' quartet, with violin
God"
bligato, by Mrs. J. A. Barnard. The
Hymn No. 17H
music during the communion service
Scripture
Lesson "Tho Story of
will be of an exceptionally impressive
leister
character. With the exception of the
Anthim "Our L rd Is Risen From
Schnecker Nunc Dimittis, which is taken from
the Dead"
the well known full service by J. T.
Quin'e :ti
Fii Id, in D, it will be from the Crulek-shanPrayer
one of the
service in
Musical Response ...
best compositions of modern writers.
Choir.
Vi-li-
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modern

PRICES ARE
LOWEST.

THE

.

Albert Faberl

till ttand unequalled.

COMPANY EN ROUTE WEST

all

Improvements,
rubber tired and patent back ad- Justing device.
'

Cream
Intuton having Carnation Cream. You

I

Carriages

and

Go-Ca- rts

(Stariliiad)

Highland Methodist Church,
IxKaied at 312 South Arno street.
J. M. Swllie, pastor, residence, No. 224
South Walter street; phone No. Black
212-2-

Competitors Are
Imitating Us

Carnation

Came to Close This Afternoon In Albuquerque a Short Time
TodayMme. Eamcs
by Jury Returning "Not
and M. Caruso.
Guilty" Verdict.

Postlude "Russian Hymn" ....Clark,
Mr. Washburn Is chorister and Mrs.
Lester, organist.
Evening service at 7:30.
A careful musical program has been
prepared for this service. Two se
lections will be rendered by Mr. Harrington. "The Holy City" will bo re
peated by the request ot several of
those who heard this favorite selec
tion some weeks ago; also, "There Is
a Land Mine Eyes Have Seen." You
will be heartily welcomed to these
services.

First Methodist Episcopal Church.
Kev. J. C. H 111ns, pastor. Sunday
school meets for special Easter program promptly at 9:45. Morning
worship at 11 a. m. The decorations
aro elaliorate and the musical program very complete. The public Is
cordially invited, and strangers welAt 8 o'clock there will be a
comed.
special musical program. Tho church
Is located at the corner of Lead avenue and South Third street. Following Is the order of service for the
morning services:
Organ Prelude
Hymn No. 1G4 "The ray of Resurrection."
Apostles' Creed
Gloria Patria
Responsive Reading, page 80
Anthem "The Resurrection"
Shelly
Scripture Lesson
Anthem "Heaven Unfolds Its PorWest
tals Wide"

i

TENORS!

AND

PAGE FIVE.

Our

NIGHTINGALES

HIS PISTOL CASE

Woodman

"Easter Dawn"..

EVENING CITIZEN.

can dm it in hundreds of way in the

The flyer, this morning, among its
The case of the Territory vs. W. H.
kitchen. Large cant.
the famous!
Gillenwater, president of the Monte- other passengers, carried
company, en route
Opera
Metropolitan
308-31- 0
Ave.,
zuma Trust company, charged and in to Los Angeles, and San Francisco.
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.
N. M.
happy
A
is
valuable
most
home
the
dicted by the recent territorial grand When the delayed train pulled into
possession that is within the reach
jury "for drawing a pistol In u settle the local station at noon today nearly of
mankind, but you cannot enjoy its
company
at
members
tho
the
all
of
ment, for drawing a pistol upon an
comforts if you are suffering from
once
stepped
off
catch
to
the
train
other, and for Insulting another while a glimpse of Albuquerque and the rheumatism. Y'ou throw aside business cares when you enter your home
armed," was resumed before Judge Alvarado hotel.
you can be relieved from those
nightingale,
Mme.
The
Emma and
Abbott this morning.
rheumatic pains also by applying
Fames,
was
was
Mmes.
there,
as
The evidence offered by the defense
Chamberlain's Tain Halm. One apand Sembrlch. The famous tenor, plication will give you relief and its
consisted chiefly of talk, two unim
Are the pride of the home and tha charm of the city. We have the kind
of
salary
despair
Caruso,
whose
is
the
portant witnesses being all that could
continued use for n short time will
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and areen.
w as also
opera
company
managers,
all
be mustered.
brine about a permanent .cure. For
together
Mm.
in
evidence,
Scottl,
with
The first to take the stand was W.
sale by all druggists.
9R
Hoes .
inJ ii n
II. Springer, who conducts a transfer Plancon, Dipped and others of the faShovels
60c
company.
opern
mous
and no
grand
business, and has a 14x16 office on
STAGE LIKE
35c and up
Mme. Games looked the very pic- JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
5ke8
Gold avenue. Mr. Springer said that
.AAV
il,4
Carries the United States
he was sitting at his desk and saw ture of health and was apparently in
beet of spirits as she was busy, only line with a change of storu et
the defendant go Into The Citizen of the
fice. He saw W. T. McCreight walk during the short time the train re- route: Rood rigs, horBes and driven
A conP!ete line of Nozzles,
V'i
fVi
the rig leaves Albuquerque every Momla
JSlJ-f- l
around the counter in the office, with mained in this city,
Sprinklers and. Hose Menders.
!AVr llsyir-eand other features, to her, in- Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. Pot
JV
three or probably more men holding Indians
- : asa""
f I f a&
particulars, address W. L. Trimble m
dfciciai a d o a r-- ah
him. He saw Gillenwater back out of teresting.
Caruso, the handsome, constituted Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., vr i
$1 and 1125
the office with the newspaper man
official poser for the ladies of B. BLOCK, Proprietor. Peres, N. M.
after him, but could not hear what himself
any
Delivered
I
part
to
of cltv.
company,
posing
while
the
Indians
the
was said. Mr. Springer, by his own
A Citizen want ad will get the busitestimony, showed that his office was the ladies photographed them.
"Et is zee great, zee grand air. you ness. Try one.
18 GOLD AVENUE
sixty-siCofoTTlioT
feet east of The Citizen office, and across a sixty-fostreet, have here," said M. Caruso, with an
& CO.
TRIMBLE
L.
W.
sweep
arm.
expressive
"Et
HOME
the
of
SUPPLY COMPANY
and at an angle of 75 degrees, but he
could see the whole front of the in- makes for my lungs fine, and I think
country
I
In
will
zing
zee
AND
TRANaV
theese
SALE
LIVERY,
FEED
best
Mr.
terior of The Citizen office.
FER STABLES
Springer's desk Is so located that one out here, but pardon Monsieur, I pose
CIGARS
sitting at it is facing the south. The zee Indian for Mine. Games," and he Horses ami Mules bought and ex-- .
Citizen office is diagonally north across turned from the representative of The
changeu.
bear this brand on tli box label:'
whom he had
the street from Mr. Springer's office, Evening Citizen, witharrange
been conversing, to
White
Lily, a sure sign of Increase
three of BEST TURNOUTS IN
and probably 80 feet away.
THE CITY
from sorrow, indication of a divorce
The evidence given by Dr. W. G. the Indians In a row, while Mme.
standing
nearby,
photographed
Hope was purely expert. Through it Games,
Second street, between Railroad and
from carking care. Tomorrow may;
Copper avnnuea.
Mr. Gillenwater was given a free the group.
bring its troubles, but tonight well,
Mine.
was
Nordica
not in evidence
diagnosis of his physical condition.
let's be comfortable and serene over
The prosecution objected to such but a short time, coming to the plat- - wm irmnn
a long pull without a strong pull at
evidence, claiming that a sick man, form of her car to watch the Indians,
company
seized the
armed with a deadly weapon, such as but most of tho
one
or two White Lily cigars. Five
W.
Sons
0.
Strong's
get
a little fresh air and
Mr. Gillenwater had, was as equally opportunity to
cents for a single specimen; $2 for a
"stretch their legs" while the train!
dangerous as a well man.
STRONG BLOCK.
was here.
box of fifty.
Tho court overruled the objection.
One of the members of the company,
The witness testified that ho ex
amined the defendant early in larch who 6peaks excellent English, stated
and found his temperature to be 103. to the reporter that before leaving
It was probably higher than that New York City they had learned that
113!2 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUI
the day he came to The Citizen office their present manager, and manager
Metropolitan Opera house In
with a gun.
The assault occurred of theYork,
New
Heinrich Conreld, had been
March 13.
Superintendents
and!
Falrvlew
engaged for a period of five years,
The prosecution then asked Dr. signing
a contract with the Meropoli-ta- u
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Hope if it wasn't folly for a man of
Finest Whiskies
Opera House company to that efas that of the defendsuch
MONUMENTS
ant to look for any physical encounter fect. expenses
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
The
of the company, dur- B
that might endanger his life.
N. Second St.. Both PconeS.S
ing
JOSEPH
season,
BARNETT,
New
closed,
York
just
Prop'r.
the
witof
answer
was
do,"
the
the
"I
averaged, according to the reporter's I hiiii ii
ness.
muni ii'ii
SAMPLE A NO 0
The defense closed its case by of- informant, just $51,000 per week,
West Railroad Avence
CLUB ROOM 8
fering as evidence the ens pipe that $1,000 more than our president draws
for an entire year. Tho salary of
the newspaperman is alleged to have Caruso
and Mme. Games alone amount
run Gillenwater out of his office with.
The prosecution offered no evi- to as much as our plutocratic life inpresidents can get away with
dence in rebuttal, and even did not surance
TUESDAY, APRIL 17th
in a year's time.
THE FIRST LESSON
put before the jury tho
The Metropolitan Opera company
IN BREAD MAKING.
revolver which Gillenwater intended
will sing at Los Angede's and also in
to use on the newspaperman.
Is
Important
most
the
of all; that
The defense then took up a half an San Francisco, remaining at the latter
Is the selection of propeW flour.
hour of the court's valuable time by city for some time. The members of
There is no difficulty about this If
endeavoring to put into Judge Ab- the company seemed to look upon the
Empress flour is choeen. It la ao
he trip west, after the arduous winter
bott's mouth the instructions
. VI..
OnnA Qnil molrn. ...... .
season
New
City,
York
in
somewhat
Jury.
the
give
should
and nutritious bread as to be tin- light
in
outing,
excuror
of
an
the
preinstructions
been
These
hail
surpassed by any milled. Tha beat
viously prepared and occupied several sion.
IN
bread makers use it for that very
pages.
closely
reason.
The court demurred from using RETABELES EN EL VALLE
or
stating
one
them, however,
that in
DEL R!0 ARKANSAS
two instances the prepared matter
was more in the style of an argument
j
m
a
Whnl.l- of the case than an instruction.
SE NECESITARAN MUY PRONTO
inThe defense then contended that
TRABAJADORES PARA EL
structions to be given should be first
Y CULTIVO.
written, which was granted.
!
Judge Abliott then decided that alSo cnltlvaran 15,000 acres do
though the counts mentioned in the
para la AMERICAN
m
BEET
i Ci
indictment against the defendant had SUGAR COMPANY, por los sembra-dorc- s
some bearing on each other, each was
en la vecinidad de Lamar,
sufficient upon which a separate in- Prowers. Las Animas, . Rocky Ford,
Dir.e-tn of CHAS. A. TAYLOR.
dictment might be found, and there- Manzanola y Fowler. S" noce'sitaran
fore required the district attorney to clenes de hombres y niuchachos para
3
elect one of fhe three counts men- trahajar en los campos ilt- - botabeles.
OLD ALBUQUERQUE
50c, 75c and $1
CATHEDRAL
tioned as the one upon which he de- Los stmbradores pagaran 1.1 contavos Prices
ALVARADOHOTEL
sired the case tried decided. The por hora a los que trai.aji-por dla,
third count, that of insulting another pero serla preferihle muratar por
COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING.
on
sale
book
Matson's
while armed, was' selected, and the acre, pues. los contratcs
at
!&-- ...
mas
AUSTRIAN CHINA
Jury was Instructed accordingly.
remunerativos para los t rahajadores. store', Friday, April 13, at 9 o'clock.
The argument for the territory con- Los rahajadores se aliun-ntaa su
sumed about twenty minutes.
propia cuenta. EI trabajo princip'ara
Attorney George Vf. Klock led off a fines de Mayo. Para It.formarse en
an
argument
for the defense in
in an
AN OPPORTUNITY
detalle escrlbanse a la AMERICAN
oration, which, it Is to be regretted, BEET SUOAR COMPANY, Lamar.
colcannot be reproduced in these
saitiK in your ofIieo
polteros
Colorado. Tralmjadon-117 Gold Avenue
umns, for lack of space. Mr. Klock's familias llegando al vail1 aproximad-ame'tit- o
wink is found in the use of
appeal to the jury was along the lino
e dla 20 d'' Mayo, procuraran
LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
to elicit sympathy for the defendant, tainhien trabajo ventaiosn.
All nylis and sizes made in
because of his condition of health and
'OAR
SI
AMERICAN
CO.
BEET
our own
mind, and because ho had been asRockv 1'ord, Coio.
v can rule and finish any
sailed in The Evening Citizen ns a
AMERICAN BEET SI'CIAR CO.
kind of special forms.
member of the city council.
Lamar, Colo.
A.-to h.'o our STATEMENT
o
In the Afternoon.
l.i:i;i:it SYSTEM, for retail
E BALL!
DASE BALL!
da;
After the noon recess, Attorney
"It s a winner, t
iii. : :: .ant
SIUKIHINUI
liUEoTS UNANNOUNCED?
Klock, in his argument before iiie
TRACTION PARK, SLNDAY, 2:30
Tlio
Tclep'nono orders
Shop
jury, assailed Mr. McCreight for call- P. M.
by
Telephone.
J
extra supplies.
ing the defendant a liar.
MclNTOSH BROWNS VS.
Tho district attorney promptly :ip-r.OO K lUXDKKS
TOO TIRED TO CO?
a:ed upon the sei ne at this moment,
ADMISSION, 25 'CENTS,
HUSBANO DETAINED?
JEBT
IT
and objected to the argument.
2
He can Telephone.
I'se the- - Telephone.
Mr. Kloi k excepted, and was stating
his exception, when the court interIN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
6
HOME
g
ceded, saying that it would not allow
the exception to go in, as it wasn't
I
based upon f.icts.
TO
The attorneys for the rlefi nse flocked to Mr. Klock's assistance, and the
matter was straightened out by tho
court stating the facts, because Mr.
McCreight did not can Gillenwater a
RAMSAY'S TEACHERS AND
liar, until Gillenwater bad fir-- r aslangMcCreight
AGENCY
STENOGRAPHERS'
violent
with
saulted
will
uage, and Gillenwater had acknowlone
firm,
of
care
With
Exchange.
Woman's
edged that ho had a gun and had
of
of whom
Positions socured for competent
come over to The Citizen oftlce to
stenographers, hookkeep-er- s
teachers,
it.
experience.
use
generally.
olllce
and
followed
T.
N.
Wilkerson
Attorney
. - . rT In
School hoard .i and others desiring
The argument by
Atiornev Klock.
tiachers, etc., should c;rre'8poud
Mr. Wilkersun was a rehash of the
with us. Have a good lUt registered.
evidence.
Attorney McMillen, in closing the
Ramsay's Tjpcwritorium
argument for the defense, dug up tho
garbage ordinance matter and oihor
Works
AlbjKjuerque
Foundry
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
Machine
and
things that The Citizen bad said
All kinds of si'coml-naiitypein
an
interest,
public
about matters of
0
HALL, Proprietor
writers lioiiKht, sold, rented, re
.
deeffort to found a reason fur the
Iron and Brasa
Ore, Coal and I.umrtr Can. laaltlM-aa
paired, exchanged and rebuilt.
fendant to go gunning for the newsPulleys, Grade Hs, Babbit Metal; Column atd ltoa From for
Z
As tits for I'mlerwLod Typepaperman. The argument of the de- 0
Buildings.
j(
writers. Always a good stock on Large, Airy Rooms. Prtces Very
prosfense consumed one hour. The
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
hand from which U choose. Typeecution confined its (dosing remarks q Foundry east Bide of railroad tiaca.
Albuouerijae, n.
writer Kibbong a tpocialty,
to thirty five minutes.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
O. S. HAM SAY, Mgr.
Jury
3:25
at
The case went to the
Proprietor,

Railroad

Albuquerque,
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UNCLE

SAM'S SPECIAL AGENT

REPORTSMUNICIPALOWNERSIIIP

ii GREAT"

-

Clasgow maintains an Institution
Wolver- fur the cure of inebriates.
hampton sol's Ice to the traders of the
town.

1

Alter discussing some of the
lions and causes of opposition which;
have had to be overcome In Great
Howe concludes with
Britain.
the following summary of some of the
advantages of municipal ownership:
1.
Municipal ownership stimulates
public spirit, promotes good citizen-- ;
ship and arouses local patriotism.
2. Imblic operation
Is consistent
with the best Interests of the com-- ;
munity. It permits one public utility,
to serve another.
3. Public ownership
has greatly!
cheapened the cost of the service.
4.
Municipal ownership hag proved
a financial success. In many cities it
has paid off city debts and cut taxes.
has im5. Municipal ownership
proved the conditions of labor by Increasing wages, shortening hours nnd
establishing cordial relationship be
tween the public and Its servants.
6. Municipal ownership Is subject
objec-- :

went
"Frederic C. II, wo. l'h.
agent of the
l
nnroacl a Hie
United Siatos government to studyi
this subject. In view or the increas-In-- ,
fug Interest in these matters this
formation is likely to attract more
than usual interest at this time.
1; js iiie conclusion of Mr. Howe;
that t.ie Tnited Sta'es Is far behind,
the rest of the world on this line.
In all Rrltain there are SIM public
Mndertak'ng if various sorts, including water works, gas plants, electricity plants, street railway system, etc.,
by
mid of this number 1777 arc owned primiiiicipalities. and only 1333 by
vate corporations. Many of the latter
arc passing into public control.
The Hritish have come generally to
accept public as opposed to private
ownership as applied t water, gas,;
electric lighting, street railways and
markets. Parliament itself, which haSj
been cautious of its grant or powers,1
now treats these industries as natur-nllv public ones.
In various places, says the reiort,
municipal ownership has come now to,
Include municipal dwellings, docks,
markets, baths, race courses, oyster ,
fisheries, slaughter houses, milk dep-(As,, employment bureaus and sewage
farms.
The city of Brighton owns the local
race course, from which it derives a
revenue of from $10,000 to $15,000 a
year. Municipal theaters have been
opened at Brighton and Southlor- I).,
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After the appearance here Tuesday,;
April 17, of "Scotty, King of the Invs-- i
ert Mine," file ;lks' theater will be'
dark until May 3, ujion which date!
the students of the university or New!
Mexico will present for the delect ation of Albuquerque theater-goers- ,
nnd '
incidentally, themselves, the comedy,
"She Stoops to Conquer." as tlielr annual university play. This will wind
up the attractions at the Elks' until
the following season, and Manager
Matson. at this early date, promises
the local theater-goerHome attrac
tions for next season that will compare witn any efferings we have had
the past season, In spite of the high
class character of some of them.
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Beginning tomorrow afternoon, the
weather permitting, the First regiment
band will render a concert in Rohln-sopark, and every Sunday afternoon
thereafter. The band has been practicing diligently all winter and Is In
excellent shape, and the result, should;
be an exceptionally meritorious con- cert tomorrow afternoon.
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The "call'' for the Corona-dTent
City band, under the management of
Henry Ohlmeyer, has been issued..
The "call" states that all members of
the band will leave California jxiints,
May 25. and
and Chicago, Friday.
Kansas City on train No. 1, Saturday, May 2'!, for Albuquerque, where!
the band will organize Monday, May
2S, rendering two concerts in the city
Tuesday and Wednesday.' May 29 and
30.
Other dates to follow are Flag-- '
staff, May 31; Phtenlx, June 2; Pres-cott- ,
.Mine 3; with dates in California, until Tuesday, June 19, to follow,
the band going into summer quarters
at Coronado Tent City on that date.
is well
This musical organization
known to lovers of band music in this
city, they having made Albuquerque
their organizatL n point for several
years past.

EASTER
JOYS
By
Presidecat's Pastos
tlhio

Rev. John

M.

Schick, of the Dutch Reformed Church, Washington.

EASTER TIDE.
Written for The Evening Citizen.
Though dark be Ihy way and drear,
Trust thy Savior without fear:
His light shall brighten all dark ways
On this most glorious of days.
When sound the joyful Faster bells.
And the glad anthem swells,
Let us bow our hearts in prayer
And seek freedom from all care.
Let us remember Christ js love.
That he sent his snow white d ve.
To tiiow us our rightful place.
Ami l e saved by Jesus' grace.
I.ei us join the happy throne,
I.ift our voice in joyous song:
Christ the Iord, Is risen today.
Let us never say him nay.
H.
.

Chamberlain's Salve is good for
any disease of the skin. It allays tne
Initching and burning sensation
stantly. For sale by all druggists.

On Easter day, believers in Jesus
Christ, in all the world, join to celebrate the Resurrection of their Lord
from the grave. They go. by faith,
again to the garden of Joseph, of
Arimathea. and sing hymns of thanksgiving for the triumph of life over
death, and reassure their hopes and
reconsecrate themselves to His service with grateful devotion to Him as
a living person, risen lor their justifi
cation.
Lot u.. enter into their joy today
and, with them, see the angel sitting
on the broken seal of the sepulclier
and rejoice- with the church of all
ages in the fact that there was no
power to hold entombed our conquer,
er of hell and the grave, who by His
rising is forevermore the focal center
of our humanity's hopes.
In the pn seuce of the despoiled
realm of death let us In our resurrection rapture, remember that the
victory of Jesus Christ Is vastly more

than a mere coming forth from a conquered grave, some nineteen centuries
ago. end that it consists, especially,
in His own blessed rising in His people, their hope of glory. The real joy
of the Christian Is not fund in a dead
past, but In a living present, as the
sure foundation of unchangeante delight.
This, therefore, is the message of
joy which the Christian brings to the
worth o.i Easter day: Jesus Christ,
triumphant over death, rises In the
h' urts and lives of all who will receive Him and becomes for them the
coiimieier ' f sin and wrong. Red
Easter joy consists, today, in the
Christian's triiimpli over selfishness
and sin, through the rising power of
Him whoso great victory for the hu
man race, over death and hell, was
made manifest that morn when thi
grave yirlded up its prey and the
hoj e of life eternal found place
anumist the certainties of human life.
BIDS

WASTED

P.ids wanted for H0.000 ties, 7 Vz feet
long, and not less than G inches thick,

at the small end. Ties to be delivered to undersigned at Algodoncs.
Rids must be in not later than April
20- - I'tOG.
A. J. FRANK,
Algodones, N. M.
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Stops itching instantly. Cures piles,
.
THEORIES AGAINST MUNICIPAL
eczema, salt rheum, itch, hives, herpes,
At any
OWNERSHIP CONFOUNDED scabies D.ian's Ointment.
Frederic C. Howe, who Investigated drug store.
o
municipal ownership in Great Rritain
Proposals.
and has made a reK;rt to the United
Sealed proposals will be received
Stales department of labor, says:
of Saturday, April 21, 1906,.
"The weight of public opinion in rip to noonerection
of a dormitorv at
the
Great Britain is that municipal own-- j for University
of New Mexico. Plans
ership in the concrete has justified the specifications
can be seen and
Itself ihere, and present, criticism is and
will be received at the office of K.
largely resolved into the theoretical, bids
B. Christy, Koom 27, N. T. Armljo
one of the proper functions and pow- - building, Albuquerque, N. M.
ers of government.
All bids muBt be marked on the
muncipal lOwnorKiiip
"Assuredly,
OUKh.
of enevlope. "Proposals for
outside
muniof
own
an
increase
its
has not involved
Wtst 11am manufactures
of Dormitory,," and each bid
Erection
of
coninstances
The
corruption.
to
cipal
paving stones and sells them
must be accompanied by a certified
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
councilmeu
dealings
between
corrupt
tractors at a profit.
check for one hundred and fifty dolApril 14, liluil.
Sealed pro-- j
Colchester has a municipal oysier( and those dealing with the city are so; lars, payable to the treasurer of the Colorado,
posals in triplicate will be received
bed. Manchester produces soap, oil, rare as to be
good
regents,
of
as
evidence
of
here and nt otilce of Quartermaster at
"Nor is there any evidence that the board
tallow and mortar as residuals from
faith, the same to be forfeited in case
increase in municipal employes has the bidder. If successful, fails to enter each post below named, until 11 a. ni.,
its gas and other industries.
l'.iuii. for furnishing Wood,
Many cities supplying pas deal inj ir.,i tr their tvrannv over departments into contract, and necessary bond in Mav
Fuel. Coal. Blacksmith's Coal, Char- Municipal employes are
stove and gas fittings. Others, deal- - or officials.
specifications.
accordance with tho
coal. Corn. 0;its, Itran, Hay and Straw,
ing in electricity, wire tlie houses and not organized to promote their own
The board of regents reserves the or Hay for bedding, required during
supply them with fittings. Southport interest, however reasonable it is to right to reject anv or all bids.
;the fiscal year ending June 30, 1907.
and Uradford are advocating niunclp-a- l assume that they would be. Nor Is
J. H. WROTH,
at Fort Apache, Fort. Huachuca, and
tailoring establishments, to manu- there any evidence that the personnel
Secretary.
Whipple
Arizona; Fort
Ilarracks.
facture the uniforms of town em- of the town councils has deteriorated,
Ix)gan and Denver.
Colorado; Fort!
of managrr that they are incapable
ployes.
Human Blood Marks.
!Hayard and Fort Wingate, New Mex- -'
as
A tale of horror was told by marks
In some of the northern districts of; ing such intricate undertaking
ico, and Fort
Douglas and Fort
Great Britain proposals have been ad-- , those taken over. Of all these criti- of human blood in the home of J. W. Duchesne,
I'tah. Proposals for quanvanced that the municipalities should cisms the reverse seems to be true.be- Williams, a well known merchant of tities loss than
the whole required, or
I?ac, Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
buy up coal mines for the supply of! "The Interests of tho city have
delivery at other points than those
their Industries and the relief of con-- , come so vast that, men of strength ago I had severe hemorrhages of the for
w ill be entertained.
United
sumers.
and of character are attracted to the lungs, and .was near death when I named, reserves
the right to accept or!
Municipal insurance schemes arej public service. Similar considerations t began taking Dr. King's New Discov- States
ery. It completely cured me and I reject any or all bids or parts thereof,
finding favor, and there is considera- - make the public and the press
furnished on application
and awake to the municipal busi- have remained well ever since." It Information
ble agitation In favor of municipal
cures hemorrhages, chronic coughs, here or at offices of respective post
ness.
savings banks and brokerage
Envelopes to
be
"The doings of the town council are settled colds and bronchitis, and is quartermasters.
for the disKsal of securi"Proposals for Fuel, Forage
marked,
perlungs.
carefully
cure
only
weak
widely
and
for
known
the
published
sterisupply
A
of
cities
number
ties.
."
at
lized milk for children and the ulti- used. Public spirit Is constantly cn Every bottle guaranteed by nil drug- andC.Straw
A. H. McCAUI.KV, Chief Q. M.
mate municipalization of the entire the lookout to maintain the c'nracirr gists. 5Cio and $1. Trial bottle free.
'
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that Warner's attorney Is preparing
Warner Scott,
to a't ich Hie show.
in his suit, alb es that "Scotty" orconspiracy
iinlawiul
ganized an
against I). E. Owen, of Boston, a represent at ive of New York and Boston
at
capitalists, wherein an ambush
Win cute Pass was carried out that
resulted in Warner being fdiot instead
He further alleges that
of Owen.
Scotty" and pals intended to secure
possession by force of nrms, of a rede
book which Owen carried, and which
he used for sending messages east to
and
the capitalists tie represented,
which "Scotty" Intended using for unlawful purposes, and that In the evening "Scotty" and one William Keyes
lay in ambush at Wingate Pass and,
shot at Owen and himself, for all of
which he prays $loo,(ioo actual dam- ages and $50,000 punatlve damages.;
"Sivitty," at the time of the ambus-- !
In San Bercade, was arraigned
nardino, Cal., on a charge of con-splracy to murder, but was released
on $2,000 bajl, and immediately Joined his show, which is under the management of Charles A. Taylor, the
manager.
If
theatrical
New York
"Scotty,
the show it not attached.
be
King or the Desert Mine," will
seen at the Elks' theater Tuesday,
April 17. The play Is said to be a
real "thriller." and all of the many
"Scot-tysf the mysterious
escapades
life are worktd up In the melodrama, including the flight of the
"Coyote Special," the fight at Win-gat- e
Pass, and "Scotty's" flight on "nis
faithful mule. "Slim." The mule. In
the flesh, will be introduced during
the re: ion of the play. If the melodrama reaches AlbliqiH rque it will be
a play well worth seeing, aside from

-

PH. D.
FREDERIC C. HOWa-of ilg representatives in the council.'
At the same time a sense of dignity
seems to have been;
and
ored by the public service among its,
employes.
"There is no considerable sentiment;
In favor of a return to private opera-tion among any portion of the commit-nlly. except the very small class
This1
in private franchises.
10
Is the best test of the success of the
Influence! movement."

--

14. 1906.

-- O-

Valley Miner,
I icut h
f tin.
i,r,,ti,,.ihas tiled suit against "Scotty fur
si.iU.uoii damages, and It is rumored

milk supply is being urged.

-

the star, about whom so mm
been said and written,

Although Walter Scott, the "IVsert
King." and the play. "Scott y. King
at
of the Desert Mine." Is bilked
Klks' thesatcr for April 17. I is not
by anv means certain that "Scott y'
Scott,
Warner
will reach hire. n

APRIL

SATURDAY.

MUSMENT

FREDERIC C. HOWE. SENT TO ENGLAND TO INVESTIGATE. TELLS
OF THE GREAT GROWTH AND MARVELOUS SUCCESS IN A RELABOR-GRE- AT
AND
PORT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
EVILS EXPECTED IN THEORY IN UNITED STATES DO
NOT EXIST.
Washington. I. C. April 14. The
wonderful prowl h ami success of mu
tiicipal ownership of street railway.
jibs companies, water works nnl other
the subVUblle utilities in Fngland
ject of a report jus! made- by tlx central governments department of

CITIZEN.

EVENING

MISS

THIS

WEEK'S

OPPORTUNITIES

WE HAVE SECURED THE ENTIRE STOCK OF

arp

R ugs9 Ma t

t$9

Linowums

OIL CLOTH, CUR TAINS,

P

79

rr 73

RES,

l

Draperies

iA'Ti.'IlKEy-.J-

LFELD, of Las Vegas, New Mexico, who is retiring from
the Retail Business. We bought these goods AT OUR OWN FIGURES,
and will place them on the market at
Of CHARLES

I

thelsr valzae

o
308 - 3W Railroad Ave,

Come

ea!y and get first choice

HEP

'Mew $Btah B
9i

-

1

4

i

ii

SATURDAY,

APRIL

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

14, 1906.

DRY

Lucky Postmistress.
Alexander of Cary, Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Piils to
bo the best remedy she ever tried for
keeping tho stomach, liver and bowels In perfect order. You'll ngree with
her If you try these painless purifiers
that Infuse new life. Guaranteed by
all druggists. Price 2.'c.

8300,000,000

CIRCULATION

Is Mrs.

WORTH OF JUNK

IS

fond

.... te
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at

nloiiiu--

All Kinds of

r

Steam

, -

-

:

I

Wholesale and Retail.
Colo. phone, Fed 177.
Auto phone, 474.
End Viaduct.
Cor. Coal Ave. and 2d St.

Frsh and Salt
Sausage

'

'M

Factory,

f

wvo

.

i.,

Out of Ouri

:sortn Third Street.

Into Yours:

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

"aflc"

AM1UAL T li E HUUAK T

i

TO

M

SE-

Our Top Buggies and.
Runabouts must move)
Wo need the floor t
space for another car.
It's a time to help)
yourself by helping us.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00: now
t46.0O t 11(W.00
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00 2
Wo- arA alSO miOtln?a VOT-- low nrllaa
rvw-- .
.n Cilf.ava
StanKnmu,
, ' - v.
. uu
i i J , u
't
wrus, uucKooaras, spring wagons, etc. Out of town
business solicited.'
v rite for catalogue and prices
'
v

If

'

J

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

I

DIstlDe-rs-,

IIP?

CURE BARGAINS IN

FRANKFORT, KT.

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

8ol

Automatic Pboue,

LAP ROBES

SCREEN DOORS
LjeCTi

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
nincn and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street,
c:rci
of Silver avenue, No. 215. WH
U
served promptly at any hour t tbf
night. Prices wlH be from 25c f) Sue

at.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
a-

?SSv

RAILROAD TOPICS

-

.

-

n

,,,,

TYPES OF ENGLISH FRENCH AM) GERMAN BATTLESHIPS SOON
TO BE JUNK.
Ixmdon, April 14.
Anybody who cruistr, nor strong enough to fight
wants a warship can nave one cheap There are 169 of these ships to go to
by applying to the navy departments the morgue in the three European
In uinilon, Paris and Berlin. Euro-- ! countries, and no more of their type
pian experts have decided that there are to be built.
are 249 war vessels on the active lists
This drastic process of elimination
of England, France and Germany that leaves thrse effective flgntlng ships-aruseless and would be a menace
Battle- - Armored
to their own countries in war!
ships. Cruisers, si rovers,
time. These obsolete vessels are to England .....V
24
112
be discarded gradually, and no longer Frnace
l."
.....21
are they to be taken into considera- - Germany
20
6
49
Hon in
reckoning
sea
effective
Hereafter the only vessels 1hat will
,,,,,, ,,(JWn wi he bllUi,shpa car.
strength.
1)(
The warships cost $;iuo.i ,non to rylng
guns nn.I with a
build and have eaten up another hun- - speed; armored cruisers earrving
million in maintenance and re- - inch guns. but. with slightly 'less
They are now worth only what mor than a battleship, so 'that they
they would bring as Junk.
ean get up 23 knots an hour,
tor- Great Britain some time ago began pedo boats and destroyers. and
A few
to discard her useless warships, get-- , Ugh! draff gunboats for river operating rid of loO at once swoop. She tions in China and similar work else-stihas, however. 99 useless vessels; where mav be cinstrucud
but no
r ranee has 84, and Germany has 66. ofners
ah tlie battleships and armored
cruisers in the list have been ruled
Warships Ready for the Junk Pile.
out of future naval games, because of
their age and general condition of
decrepitude. The coast defense boats
are obsolete, and the protected and,
unprotected cruisers are useless be-- j
cause of light, caliber guns ann thin
armor.
The armored v, ssels leave little re-i
gret behind, because they have lived
a life of usefulness, but. the
r
2
cruisers are now seen to have
been an entirely worthless invesit- - Great Britain
7
91
ment. They correspond to such ves- - France
.11
LI
46
14 S4
sels in the American navy as Olvm- - Germany ... .1.1
11
42
pia, Minneapolis. Cleveland and Cincinnati. They are not fast enough to
Total
25 179
.31
14
run away from a modern protected
Grand toal
.
219

'unri
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'
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Devil's Island Torture.
is no worse lhan the terrible casp of
piles that afflicted me ten vears. Then
I wa sadvlsed to applv Bucklen's
nica Salve and less than a box
manentlv cured me, writes L. S
d
pier of Hugles, Kv. Heals all wounds.
burns and sores like manic. 25c at all
dniRsists.
re

Na-an-

KILLthf

OLDS

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR.
RIAGE

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

J. KORBER

FIG.

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVHL
ALBUQUERQUE.
MEXICO.
NEW

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

SCREEN TIME
Is

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLAN1N6

MILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT

OOCOOC)OCOCICXXXXXOOCOCOOO

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.

A. D. JOHNSON

Wootton

Ranches

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
supplies and horse-powe- r
pump.
and
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay, Ing outfits.
Grain and Fuel.
Auto,
phone, 308; Colo., Red 131.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your order for
this line wltB us.
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
NORTH THIRD STREET.
THORNTON Tho Clamnar
Cleans everything.
He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-In- g
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
shipping,
unpacking
and
and
PUBLIC.
setting up, and Is no upstart at
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
othbusiness.
Is
no
There
the
Automatic Telephone, 174.
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737
South Walter Street.
p3QOCOOC)CXXXXXX)OCOOOOOOO
Corrllloa
Ammrlean Block
Established in 1882

Fm

LOANS

Automatic phone 461.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Bulldlna

DOTH 'PHONES

3,

Albuquerque

30GCOOOCOOOC)CXDOCX3000COOO

J?

Groceries

Novelty

Works

F. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
kinds. Before buying give us a caH.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.
Secretary
Office

boden's Granite Flour.

W.H.Hahn&Co

Surest ani Uuickos-- . Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUB-Liior nONEl BACK.

r

RANKIN & CO.

G. PRATT &'CO.

Staple and

Farms

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATX

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jaa. Hekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

and

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

B. A. SLEYSTER

Price
50c 4 $1.00
Free Trial.

Myer,

RENTALS

AND

TOT I A OR API

Ton

&

Real Estate

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather.
Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

$6.00 Per

At.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXOC)C

OILS.

COKE

COMMERCE

BALLING,

Thos. F. Kclchcr

PAINTS.

TO BANK OF

203 W. Railroad

At Consistent Prices

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

RUPPE

B.

E FOX

ancy

Mutual Building
217 West Railroad

at

M.

DRAG0IE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Eanh,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway,' Corner of Wash214 South second Street.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
1

r

1

of The Atchison, Topeha

Cui-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

is 31 miles Fouth of Albuquerque, N. M

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points tast to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Beien Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
1:0,AiU.,"r;!!'

lii-r-

.

61.

sr

L&aUd on ihe Bcen

i

'o.

Or-de-

HORSE-SHOEIN-

The Futute Raikoad Metropolis of New Mexico

Ce.-.nio-n

r
Struggle Is Still On Over Which
They Shall Join.
There is prartir.illy im change in
l i wo :i
th, I'.ro'
the situation
f Iocoino; i
Kna'i'en and the

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART
MENT.

OUR

SMI.

-

--

R?

A. Lucero

T'

,

The ('nn.fVi !on if ihe ii io the
Soiitliein Pacific will tap tile Purango
coal fields and afford a new market
for this co.il in Arizona anil New
Mexico, and should result in a derided
falling off in the prua' of the heat
producer in winter time
There w:!i be some line engineering problems io le solved in ihe con-t- it
ruction of this r'.al. alihoiinh the
engineers ay ilia tin y are rompara- tiveiv ea v lor suiiiMantin a conti
nental divide.
FIREMEN VS. ENGINEERS.

,ftrlvirtr'''fl

Wc Do Yoar Blacksmith Work Right!

oooocoooooooc

.'ssoyery
rOSUVPT!CM
0UGHU and

car riace"pepairin4
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WITH

,.,.

--

cough

CURE the LUNGS

and

t- -i

From various sources it is reported
that when the snow melts abui;; the
proposed line of the Colorado & Arizona railroad, which wil be the connecting link between .he Southern
Paeilie and I'nio-- i l'acilic branches,
sufficiently to allow the men t(, work
in the
iiS
dK. ivilclies. work will
be usutned and carried along wi:h a
rush, says tin- Tuc-o- n
Citizen. I! has
neier l.een definii.-ldecided where
this road will conn.-cwith th.- S,,uih-ei- n
Pacific, li may l... ai CNr e. over
jT
the lliia Valley line.
nu,y he at
Deniiii-- '. or soi;v iii,,
point.
of work on the line was
rcn'iircl hy heavy snows last winter
liciuPy of Iiiirango, both
in the
above and below that city. At that
time .id ual, construction was under
way ai Farniinaton, Colo., while surveying parties were busy nut of I

..99
..66

1

Third and Marquetti

UP TO DATE SIGNS

d

!

.S'

437; Colo., Red
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.

T,

e

pro-pare-

LINK.

'phone,

lo-onl- y

'

Both Phones

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

Auto,

1

unar-more-

Colorado and Arizona Will Connect
Union and Southern Pacific and
Tap Big Coal Fields.

M. GRENADINO & CO.

f J v- -

"Ik

Brofherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and there is no prospect of a settle
ment of the jurisdiction of dispute be
t ween these two lodies.
The whole
trouble Ihb, apparently, in the fact
'hat the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen is' willing that engineers
should belong to both the R. of L. E.
eignt-island 11. of L. K., while the Hrothertv?orl of Locomotive Engineers says
j'bat if a' candidate for the H. or L.
ENGINE WENT DOWN BANK
CARS FOLLOWED LATER. E. is elected to membership he must
The Southern Pacific experienced a; withdraw from membership in any
run of hard luck the oilier evening otntr labor organization, within nine-i"f expulsion from
the vicinity of Willcox and Ben- - ' dys'.0,n e-penalty
son, says the Tombstone Prospector. t,ll!
in the afternoon, a freight train
Naturally, many firemen become
another on a siding rear ' gineers while members of the b. of L.
an engine. K., and it seems as though many wf
Willcox and derailed
When the engine was again placed on these graduates do not wish to "give
the track everything ran smoothly as up their membership in their old
far as Benson. There the engine was union. According to the present laws
uncoupled and ran "light," Intending of the H. of L. E.. they must give
to go to Mescal Summit. Two miles up such membership if they wish to
out of Benson the engine jumped the join that organization, and it seems
track and toppled over a steep em- - as though many of these men prefer
bankment. H. V. Elliot, the engineer, to remain in the B. of L. E.. even
escaped death by jumping, as did also though they have become engineers
his fireman. Mr. Elliott, however,,
In Mppi)rt ()f nis lllfl B ' ()f j ' p '
sustained two sprained ankles.
8avs if
When the track had been repaired whl)(i ,7u. , '
E. has a njemlier-- e
passenger trains were sent over it shi;) of
4r,,n
" 1 ,;VL
lsafely but a freight train following aTf, ,,. ahaut
',
n w iiu
nit
lost several cars, which jumped the members ' ofv,"---both bodies, having
join-- j
track where the engine had. and rolled cd the B. of L. E. during the years
down the embankment onto the en- when the prohibitive law was not
in
gine.
Operation.
The B. of L. V. also asthat of its members, about 2o,- serts
CRY OF WARNING
iiOO are engineers.
The law that has
CAME TOO LATE.
all of this trouble was passed
Crushed between the cylinder of an caused
engine and the iron lover of a turn- by the B. of L. E. more than sixteen Suffered for Five Years With Kidney
table, K. A. Swain, foreman of the years ago, but was repealed later.
and Liver Trouble.
was
Santa Fe roundhouse, is thought to be an(1 ,h' af,l' a 'l'r "r
"I suffered for five years with kid- enac'ei1injured, and is at the Catholic
ney and liver trouble, which caused
hospital, in Trinidad, where the phy
pains across tho back and a
Mrs.
Bambini,
at
parlors,
her
No.
sicians have no hope f his recovery.
headache. I had dyspepsia
20!i
West
avenue,
Railroad
is
Thursday morning. Swain was workwas so constipated that I could
to
give
thorough
scalp
treating at the turntable preparatory
not move niy bowels without a ca- to
H"iii. uo nair dressing, treat corns, thartic
I
running nn engine Into the roundwas cured by Cbamber- minions
ingrowing
and
nails. She, Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
house. Swain was on the opposite
gives
massage
j
treatment
and manlcur- have been well now for six months,"
side of the engine from the engineer,'
StrieL-lnm- l
rr
and after the table had been turned, ing. Mrs. Bambini's own nrenaratlnn savs Mr. Arthur S
complexion
,f
cream
builds up the Chattanooga, Tenn. For sale by ail
the engine started for the roundhouse
skin
improves
and
tho eomnloxion. druggists.
and Swain was caught without warn
ins. The distance between tho cvlin- - and is guaranteed not to ho inlnri.
'IS- &tle
prepares
a'so
dor and the lever of the turntable is.
a hair tonic
COMING EVENTS
about six inches. He was crushed itnat "res and prevents dandruff and
falling
nair
out; restores life to dead April 1" Easter Sunday.
about the abdomen and hips and narrowly escaped rolling under the en- - nair: removes moles, warts and en
20 Company G's military ball.
gine when he was dragged throueh ,I'eriiiious nair. Also a face nowder., ai April
prii 17 Walter gcott, the Death
Ire,K'e
cure
and pimple cure and pile Valley miner in melodrama.
the narrow space. The warning of
several roundhouse emnloves who saw Pure. All of these nrenaratlnro in1
,
y,:
egetaile COmilOliniia
the accident, to the engineer, was too i'reiy
llava "Ti Tl,
.t.
late. Swain belongs to a .Masonic JUfit added a vibrator machine for best
r'r that nt,.n fa,i ,n.
lodge In Kansas City. Kan. His wife
ras.
faoe',a,nJ p,lro
as ,ipen us,.,, withSll0.
V, i
resides at Arkansas City, Kan., and is ti.-USel for rheunia- - cess in our tamilv for eight years.
i'
pains
now on the way here.
and massage.
Swain has
Mrs. L. Whit.a.re, IiufTalo, N. Y.
live,! at Trinidad but four months.
Train No. 1 last nisht carried four
cars of Italians, fresh from the sunny
clime, en route to California. The
bill now pending before eonsress pro- vlding that each incoming immigrant
shall have a.s much as $o0 in cash in!
his pocket, if enacted, will stop a
large amount of this influx of lor-- ;

RENEW THE WORK
CN CONNECTING

General Building Supplies

199.

AND ETC.

We are offering same very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy

I

Albuquerque
Carriage Co:
Corner Flrtt and Tlera Road.
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Acents.

Albuquerque, N. It.

.

M

Y

MELINI & EAKIN

M

M

Pocket

ir

THE CELEBRATED

Bottled in Bond.

THiS CHANGE

BACK OF P. O.

Mests.

a

s

T

.

'

"Red Wagons'

EMIL KLeIiNWORT,

Masonic Bulldi'
i

Wett

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Meat Market

.

J. D.Emmons

FOUND AT LAST

Wonlons laundered without shrinking.
We have addej t0 our !
ready well equipped laundery s machine with which we can
woolens without shrinking. Wiieu we are through with themhandla
re Just like new. If other laundries shrlDk them, brlni them tothey
is
and we will straighten them out for you.

THIRD STREET

ptTStTX'r or
till' tn'ST
made. Tin- - cold air
ilisplnct s tin- - hot air and
lui'i'S R constant rlrculat Inn.
essential for presenilis food.
Call mid sc o our lino of reWe have tin in
frigerators.
Write f.T
from $:'.To u

SEVEN

A

NAVIES OF EUROPE TO SHED

AIR

PAGE

"d r'!T-Y,uuii,

la!d 0Ut W!,h broai1 S aDd
25U42,
a pupu.dnou oi i.Dim incaoitants; l.upest
ueien is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat w:ne.

vuu.L.icn,

luissrtaui, etc.

ilL
z:t

iliJ

--

il

FtST

tuuimnuai

LIMITED

t?l

m JOHN BECKER,

'-

ti

-

with alley,

first-clas-

s

2

an'i'e establlshmci.'i

er

y

cultivation);

feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand eld shade tree. publls school bonis. erst
barrels dal'v: lanes wlnerr- - thrp t.r,u
city In the near future cannot b estimated

In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150
N,
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad

"'I hay in Cen'rai

In

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE pOUTe w.l

c?red are In the center of the city, well graded, (msuy of them imnrov
aocd yard, drug store, barnesj shop, etc, etc. Alio a
modem

JM

iA

'f1'

L

CO OVER

no paad or ,;rive!.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-clas-

s

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor ibop, s'ooe houBe, jeweler, plumbing ihos, plsninf nilil,

0UR PF"CES OF LOTS ARE I 3 .V AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR "AP AND PRICES, IF YOU W'SH TO SECURE THE CHOICE3T LOTS TO

Tfw Belen Town arid Improvement Comnnnv
President
WM. M

ERGER, Secretary JM

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EIGHT

EASTER EXERCISES
SUNDAY
METHODIST

LOCAL AND

THE

ARRIVAL

iStylislhi Eastteir tglhioes
UOK

THAT

SO SNAPPY

YOU

RE

WILT.

PLEASED

WITH YOURSELF WHEN YOU WEAR THEM; THEY FIT PERFECTLY AND FEEL EASY; THEY LAST SO LONG AND ARE SO
CLOSELY PRICED THAT THEY WILL PROVE

GOOD PAYING

A

INVESTMENT.
PATENT COLT,

SWELL SHOES.

MEN'S

....$2.50,

CALF

BOX

SWELL

MENS

PATENT

OXFORDS,

GUN
METAL.
KID,
VICI
$2.75, $3.00, $3.25, $3.50, $4.00
COLT,

KID
STYLISH

WOMEN'S
BUTTON

KID,
LACE OR
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

AND SLIPPERS, PATENT KID, GUN
$1.65, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50

'

VICI KID

METAL,

GUN METAL, VICI
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50

SHOES, PATENT KID, VICI

WOMEN'S DAINTY OXFORDS

CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS,

NEAT AND DRESSY
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50

'.

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

i

F. F. TROTTER

3. mi

JOHN rt. HEAVEN.

IN
THE CASINO
ORCHESTRA
FREE DANCING.
SUNDAY.

BAND
THE fTrST REGIMENT
Breed your mare to the best
WILL GIVE AN INSTRUMENTAL
No. 17:50 p. ni.
Mexico.
AT ROBINSON PARK. ting stallion In New
CONCERT
No. 7 On time.
EVERY SUN- Copper avenue.
NEW ALBUQUERQUE,
No. 9 On time.
DAY, FROM 3 TO 5 P. M., AND
No. 8 On time.
NOT AT TRACTION PARK.
No. 4 At 12:49 a. m.
o
The Degree of Honor will give a
Iko Lewis, one of the Albuquerque progressive high five card party at
ppoits, left today for Halt Lake City. Odd Fellows' hall, Wednesday evenOur cut flowers are fresh, and
Attorney O. N. Marron was a pas- ing, at 8 o'clock, April 18.
:

EASTER

The Hickox - Maynatd Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE

REPRESENTATIVES

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." 'Tis a
good time for investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing in value.
SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

Quart
Quart
4- - Quart

STREET.

Prices Are Right.

Write

CO ,

Dngglsts

e

CEMENT

DOORS

10.00

Easter Sale Thursday, April 12th
Until WEDNESDAY, April 18th

ff

s,

s

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

Q

SASH

$18.00

SIMON
STERN
Rciilroad Average Clothier

put-on-

Barneft Building

LUMBER

$7.50
3.50

Suits,
Suits,

IVES,

HARDWARE

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLY

WE

ompany

a Fountain Syringe

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

3- -

HAVE on display in our show windows, and on sale in our store, the
t"K.mm Z3rQest and Most Complete Line of
Boys' and Youths Suits ever brought to the
city. The stock embraces everything that is
new and good in that line, made by the
world's best manufacturers.
invite your inspection of the same.

KElVIPEJSITCH

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy it from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
2- -

On Display in Our Show Windows

hand-painte-

NEW MEXICO'5? LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

CLOTHING!

c

J

OF

BOYS' AND YOUTHS'

5
sure to please.
senger north this morning.
Big chicken dinner, with Easter
I. n. McGaffey arrived in the city eggs,
at the Columbus, tomorrow.
today from Roswrll on a brief business trip.
BOCK BEER I BOCK BEERI AT
ELEPHANT. FREE
R. (1. Wilson, of the Continental Oil THE WHITE
company, returned last evening from LUNCH TONIGHT.
from
Youths'
to
a business trip to Santa Fe.
THe rLornsT
For a mild, easy action of the bowCol. W. S. Hopewell went to Santa els, a single doso of Doan's Regulots
119 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Fe, tlits morning, with the expectation Is enough. Treatment cures habitual
Boys'
from
to
Auto Phone, 718.
of returning to the city tonight.
Twenty-fivconstipation.
cents a
K. R. Christy, the nrchltect, Is exlx)x. Ask your druggist for them.
pected to return this evening from
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
Mexico.
New
a visit to western
FREE MUSIC, DANCING, AND A
AND EXCHANGED
Jose L. Chaves, the live stock ap- GENERAL GOOD TIME AT THE
.
praiser for the Klo Grande division of CASINO SUNDAY.
Association
Office
:
o
the Santa Fe, Is here today on busi
Ufo2
Transactions
A
FINE EASTER DINNER AT
ness.
Guaranteed
TOMOR
RESTAURANT
ZEIGER'S
W. It. Newcomb of Silver City, ar- - ROW, SUNOAY, FROM 12 NOON TO
ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 8 W. fl. R. Ays. ua
I 1111111
li'td in Albuquerque last night from
pWT
3 O'CLOCK.
E3SKI
DON'T FORGET THE
Santa Fe, where he has been the last PLACE.
tow days on business.
m
BEST LUMP COAL.
Attorney W. M. Clayton left today
for Los Angeles, where he Intends to Per ton
$5.75
spend the summer months, returning
3. (K)
Per half
to Albuquerque In the fall.
S. BEAVEN.
JOHN
John Belknap arrived in tho city
-- otoday from Ketner, and will remain
The Presbyterian ladles will serve
several days on business for thu ham and eggs with homemade bread
with and coffee; also lemon, custard and
American Lumber company,
which conipany he Is connected.
pumpkin pie, at 212 South Second
Tho Citizen has received a letter street, this evening. Eggs served
We have made such big price reductions for this event in all departments
from A. II. McDermott, recently a in any way on short order. Take your
resident of this city, but now at Epris, supper here.
we anticipate six of the liveliest days in our history.
o
N. M., where, ho writes, he has a
Easter Sundav will lie observed Jiy
pleasant position in tho Helen cut-oSpace not permitting, we quote here only a few prices:
the Columbus Hotel, tomorrow, by the
hospital, located at that place.
serving
big
of
dinner,
a
with
chicken
Men's
Hose, brown or black, our'
Misses' Dresses, white cr colored,
Ladies' and Children's Oxfords,
Mrs. Francis Bell, who was here as
Easter eggs included.
seller,
regular
all sizes; 2 to 14 years,
tan, white and black; we offer for
the guest of Mrs. A. A. Henry, has all the
3
25c TO $4 AND $5.
PAIRS FOR 25c.
this sale at,
left the city for North Dakota. Mr.
NO ADMISSIOn'ViLL
BE CHARG50c UP TO $2.
Bell Is nt present at work on the Helen ED SUNDAY.
MUSIC AND DANCgrade
Our
best
Men's
of
Hats,
Misses'
Babies'
Indies'
and
cut-of- f,
but will follow shortly.
ING FREE AT THE CASINO.
Underwear; colors, cream, nrown
variety,
an
Good grade of 8
endless
Gingham,
'
F.ugene Kempenlch, who has been
or blue; go at only,
50c TO $7.50.
5c PER YARD.
LUNCH!0
FREE
FREE
LUNCH!
Co.,
representing the Chas. Ufehl
of
45c THE GARMENT.
I. as Vegas, has resigned, to accept a AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT
Twenty yards of Unbleached
Lawn. 4c PER YARD.
position with the Mcintosh Hardware
Alarm Clocks, best $1 grade,
Muslin, 3G inches wide,
Pure Silks, all colors.
compuny as traveling salesman, with
ONLY 65c.
FROM 24c PER YARD UP.
FOR $1.
TRACTION
BALL
THE
PARK
headquarters In this city.
GROUNDS.
MclNTOSH BROWNS
give
We
Premium
Tickets for the
China, with all cash purchases.
At the First Methodist Episcopal VS. BARELAS. SUNDAY. APRIL 15.
church tomorrow morning Dr. Rollins ADMISSION.
25 CENTS.
GRAND
222 Vest Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
will speak on "The City With the STAND FREE. GAME CALLED AT
Open Gates."
At the evening hour 2:30.. BENEFIT MclNTOSH BROWNS
there will be special Faster praise
o- service, with a very complete proBig chicken dinner, with Easter
gram.
eggs, at the Columbus, tomorrow.
E. L. Medler. assistant
United
FREE LUNCHI
FREE LUNCH!
States attorney, left last night for
TO- Uoswell, where ho will represent the AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT
government in the land fraud cases NIGHT.
against the Tallmadge Land and Iris none better than Boss Patrigation company, which will come entThere Empress
flour; only One and
up for hearing Monday, when the $1.30and
per sack. Vhv pay more? Al
United States court convenes. The buquerque Cash Grocery Co., 315
cases grew out of the operations of West Marble.
the above company in the Pecos Valley and have attracted widespread atBOCK BEER! BOCK BEER! AT
tention.
THE WHITE ELEPHANT. FREE
Unusual preparations
are being LUNCH TONIGHT.
made for the Easter celebration at the
Easter Sunday rlll be observed by
Congregational
church.
Elaborate
musical programs will be rendered at the Columbus Hotel, tomorrow, by the
o
O
Pilgrim Commandery, serving of a big chicken dinner, with
both services.
s,
M
Easter eggs Included.
No. 3, K. T., will bo present
in a all the
body, at the morning service,
for
BASE BALL! BASE BALL!
which seat's will be reserved in the
3
center of the church. Decorations are
TRACTION PARK. SUNDAY, 2:30
3 o
in charge of a competent committee P. M.
from the young people's society. The
VS.
MclNTOSH BROWNS
BAR
p
services of the day will commence ELAS.
o
3
prayer meeting at 7
with a sun-ris- e
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS
OS
o'clock, to which all are invited.
There will be fun for all at the egg
-- Albert Faber, tho Railroad avenue
(SI
at.
evening.
212
this
furniture amj carpet, man, announces rolling,
on
elsewhere in this issue his purchase South Second street.
of tho Charles Ilfeld stock of carpets,
TRACBALL
GAME.
BENEFIT
rugs, mattings, linoleums, oilcloth,
PARK, SUNDAY.
APRIL 15.
O
curtains, portieres, table covers, couch TION
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. SEATS IN
covers and draperies, which he has GRAND
3
FREE.
MclNTOSH
placed on sale at
their BROWNSSTAND
BARELAS, 2:30 P. M.
VS.
cost. Mr. Faber, since moving into
o
his new quarters in the Staab buildAT ZEIGER CAFE, FREE LUNCH!
40 J,
North First Street
115, I M Soath First Street
ing, has steadily Increased his busi- BUCKWURSTl BUCKWURSTI AND
ness and Is ever on the lookout for BOCK BEER ON DRAUGHT
bargains, and, as in tho salo of tho
above stock of goods, his patrons get
the benefit of the bargains he
PARKER HOUSE ROLLS.
Barker House rolls fresh every day.
Leave orders and will deliver. 711
Just received, a big assortment of North Twelfth street.
o
women's white and gray canvas OxONLY
50
EASTER
DINNER.
fords, with the leather or canvas covered wooden heels, light or extension CENTS, AT ZEIGER'S RESTAUR
12
FROM
TOMORROW,
soles, plain or cap toes, large eyelets ANT,
with ribbon ties. Prices range from O'CLOCK NOON TO 3.
$ r.O to $2.25. C. May's Shoo Store, a 14
AT ZEIGER CAFE, FREE LUNCH!
West Railroad avenue. '
8HUR-OBUCKWURSTl BUCKWURST AND
o
ON DRAUGHT
jr. .
'.tv
Come in and read tho tags. Prices BOCK BEER
Albuspeak Jouder than promises.
querque Carriage Co.
A mmranteed Runalout, worth $120
IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A FINE now $'.i"). Albuquerque Carriage Co.
EASTER SUNDAY DINNER. ONLY
HOUSE FOR RENT
ROOMING
riRBT ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
50 CENTS, DON'T OVERLOOK THE
OF SAME FOF
AND
Room tO, Whiting Blk.
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT TOMOR- SALE. FURNITURE
GREAT
FINE LOCATION;
ROW. FROM- - 12 NOON TILL 3
Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.
Appointment Made at Vann'a Drug Store.
O. W. STRONG'3
BARGAIN.
APPLY
O'CLOCK.
put-on-

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and us strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
that
or
will outlast any door shipped in here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have alwnvs cost,
heretofore, $2.nr to J2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

14, 1906.

that

street.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

IVr Ion
I'T half

SATURDAY, APRIL

R.R.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

m

OF TRAINS.

Following was the 4 oVlock
of tho arrival of Santa Kp passenger

trains

THEY

FREE

TONIGHT.

BEST LUIvir' COAL.

Partly cloudy and warmer tonight;
Sunday, partly cloudy, with local
Showers.

Otuair

FIRST

SCHOOL,

ELEPHANT.

WHITE

LUNCH

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

a PEir of

BY

SUNDAY MORNING AT 9:45 SHARP.
EVERY ONE WELCOME.
BOCK BEER! AT
BOCK BEERI

PERSONAL

Sk2

CITIZEN.

EVENING

GLASS

REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

one-four- th

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

S. T.

We Invite

Stationery

SONS.

o
TONIGHT
FREE LUNCH TONIGHT!
CAFE.
AT
ZEIGER'S
BUCKWURST;
BOCK
ON
BEER
DRAUGHT.

szr

M
M

eo

oo

Fit you first and

sell

This Label Stands for 5 1 Years
of Knowing How

to you afterwards

TONIGHT
FREE LUNCH TO H
NIGHT!
CAFE.
ZEIGER'S
AT
ON H
BOCK
BEER
BUCKWURST;
DRAUGHT.

Select
Your
now

Easter

REGUUAR 35 CENTS DINNER
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT H
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.
M

TOO

Outfit

LATE

fresh
lantic avenue.

The Tailor

Remember

you first and
fits you afterwards
sometimes

We have the largest
line of Fancy Vests in

Sells

j

town

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
6. Second

Ml)

Vood reliable rook.
Clarkville coal yard.
WAVITi) Pining room jail at
t'"i;iti!iiis Hotel.

Adju.t,d.

HARDWARE

the

RUBBER HOSE
GARDEN TOOLS

2
M
M
M

ALBUQUERQUE,

H

M

SPADEs7SHOVELS
RAKES

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

-

M

LENSES GROUND ON PREMISES

and Retail

X

M

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

EVes
Tt8ted-

Wholesale

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

WIRE WINDOW
g SCREENS

Av

Cold Avenue

gjgU

Wholesale
And he tall

COMPANY

&

FREEZERS

At-

BebberOpticalGo.
5

Successors to E. J. POST

ICE CREAM

l'!y

Glar.:.s

19

week.

WAVI'iil

Its
West Cold

In a

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
REFRIGERATORS

TO CLttSIFY

inquire
FOR SM.K A tent, cheap.
at l"l West Marble avenue.
HHi S.W.i: A young Jersey cow,
e"Ui;iL;

See Our Windows

PURE DRUGS

N

Lowney's Candles

Subscribe for the Citisea nd Get the News

WE

VAEtfffl

DOCTOR OF OPTICS

1 .

Fine Jewelry

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

403

U3,

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

-

-

NEW MEXICO

M
M
M

M
M
M

